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DO YOU WEAR A PIN OR A BUTTON BEARING 
THE EMBLEM OF YOUR INTERNATIONAL UNION? 
IF NOT? WHY NOT? 
Get one from your Local Secretary and show your 
employer and your shopmates that you are a loyal mem-
ber of your organization. 
Named shoes are frequently made in 
Non-Union factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless it bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP. 
All shoe* without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
.Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STAMP 
BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
2 4 6 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOBIN. Prw. CHAS. L. BAINE, 5«c>.-Trmw. ^ 
£ PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN ENGLISH AND YIDDISH 
AUGUST. 1912 No. 8 
The Past and Present of the Cloak, Skirt 
and Reefer Pressers 
By H. LUB1NSKY, Secretary Local 3 5 
Fourth Local of the N. Y. Joint Board 
The history of the Pressers' Union, 
Local 35, is closely and inseparably in-
terwoven with the history and progress 
of the Cloak and Skirt Makers' Union, 
of which the Local has always formed 
part. In point of membership the 
Pressers' Local is the fourth in order 
among the locals affiliated with the Joint 
Hoard of New York. 
Whatever has been written during the 
last two years about the cloakmakers, 
their Union and their struggles for better 
conditions was directly applicable to the 
pressers as well as the operators and 
tailors. 
Before the strike of 1910 the lot of 
the majority of the pressers had been 
practically unbearable. The "industrial 
revolution," which that strike had 
brought about, affected the pressers for 
good nb less than all the rest of the trade. 
Evtls of the Subcontracting System 
At the beginning of 1910 Local 35 
numbered some 600 to 800 members 
scattered all over the shops of New York 
and Brooklyn^ Under these circum-
stances the Union could not make its 
influence felt in any shops save hi those 
that had already been under the control 
of the Joint Board. The subcontracting 
system prevailed everywhere and crush-
ed down the/ employees. The monstros-
ity of this evil system consisted in the 
scope it gave to scheriiing and unscrupu-
lous employees to take advantage of their 
inexperienced and helpless fellows. One 
presser or sometimes two, acting in 
partnership, would manage to save up 
$100 or $150. This they would deposit 
as security with the employer, who would 
farm to them the entire work to be 
pressed by the piece. These subcon-
tractors would obtain the cheapest labor 
and reap a rich harvest in return for 
slight efforts. The system was advan-
tageous to the manufacturer, inasmuch 
as it relieved him of the trouble and 
responsibility of having to deal with a 
number of the employees separately and 
little did he care if the "sub" workers 
were ground down or maltreated by 
slave drivers. So rooted had the system 
become that traces of it linger to this 
day. 
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Inhuman Hours of Labor 
Under that system the wages of 
pressers in the height of the season 
ranged from $12 to $17 a week and in 
the slow season from $8 to $10 a week, 
that is, provided there was sufficient work 
to make a full week. The hours con-
stituting a week's work varied with every 
shop. In some shops the hours were 56, 
in others 60 or even more. In outside 
contractors' shops the work-hours were 
unlimited and the majority of the 
pressers working under subcontractors 
were compelled to finish off all the work, 
even if they had to work into the small 
hours of the morning. 
"Learners" Intensifying the Evils 
Another evil to which this contracting 
system gave rise wa> the large number 
of additional pressers that had come into 
the trade every year. It suited each con-
tractor's selfish purpose to admit several 
apprentices at the beginning of every 
season. And as plain or seam pressing 
is quickly learned, those newly-turned 
out laborers worked for the lowest 
prices, reducing wages and throwing out 
of employment more and more of the 
skilled pressers. Thus even in the height 
of the briskest season hundreds of skill-
ed pressers would be in search of em-
ployment and the competition among the 
employees was continually on the in-
crease. 
Demoralizing Atmosphere of the Saloons 
The saloons constituted practically the 
only rendezvous for the unemployed 
pressers. There also the contractors met. 
There, over the bitter drop, the miser-
able pay was doled out and other matters 
decided on. The vitiated atmosphere of 
these drinkshops had a demoralizing 
effect on the pressers and this brought 
them down to a low ebb of mental and 
moral existence. 
Pressers Volunteer Bru?<utt 
But the general strike of J , I 
sounded the death knell of thi- •!< 
izing system. The pressors ft-Hm;-
double oppression threw thenw!, 
the fight with all the physical enery 
possessed. It was the presser* wh 
done all the routine work of thai r-
strike. The majority of them >* •$ 
fathers, they felt its resulting ! * 
more than other workers and had r . •• 
with more intense earnestness and ! >>ali. 
for its success. Without the Tn>-<r* 
Volunteer Brigade," as the hghtmg 
pressers were called, the* striker- w>u!: 
not have become known for their hrr«n 
perseverance and determinatK»n Tin-
great fight brought its own rewar-l and 
abolished many evils from which the} 
had suffered. 
Raw Recruits Causing Temporary 
Trouble 
The masses upon whom vut .n 
had conferred certain privileges couM 
not%become accustomed to the light »t 
unionism and freedom all at once I • 
them the Union was a novel experience 
They did not understand that in order 
that all the workers should reap certain 
benefits it was necessary that individuals 
should merge their will into that of tne 
organization. While some of them want 
ed their unripe plans adopted, others in-
toxicated with victory, were anxious u 
rush into strikes as soon as they thought 
their employer had not dealt justly with 
them, or when one of their numlier had 
been laid off on the advent of the slow 
season. Not having been accustomed t • 
bargain collectively with their employer. 
many of them were too impatient 
await the result of investigations and ad 
justment by the newly-constituted Boar-! 
of Grievance. They loudly manifested 
their disappointment, causing storm) 
meetings to be held and unduly excite I 
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themselves. For a time it seemed as if 
this noisy element would get out of con-
trol ami would precipitate a crisis. 
Mischief Makers Miserably Fail 
This discontent was fostered by the 
head pressers or sub-contractors of for-
mer times, who reaped a rich harvest 
from the sweating system, earning $75 
or S80 a week, while now they were re-
duced to $21 and were being suspiciously 
watched by the Union. These people 
perpetually hark back to the old system. 
They long for a return of the time when 
the average pay of the majority of the 
pressers amounted to no more than $6 
or $7 a week and are naturally consumed 
with inmost hatred of the new system 
and its resulting improvements. But 
whatever thejp| mischievous exertions 
they will r^pt.sUcceed in turning back 
the wheels, © p r o g r e s s . 
Practical ftyulation of Learners 
Local 35 has now a membership of 
8.000. eighty per cent of whom are Jew-
ish workers, fifteen per cent Italian and 
live per cent Russian. Technically they 
are classed as jacket, skirt and reefer 
pressers. The jacket pressers are numer-
ically the most important section. Next 
in order come the skirt pressers and then 
the reefer pressers. New members are 
admitted, but every candidate must sub-
mit to an examination. This precaution 
is taken because, inasmuch as the em-
ployer has to pay a set price, it is con-
sidered sound policy not to afford him 
the opportunity of complaining of any 
presser's inefficiency. The old practice 
°* the indiscriminate, admittance of 
.learners" has been abolished. The prac-
tice has been rendered incompatible with 
strict union conditions. By thus con-
trolling the admittance of new members 
t nc
 * "ion hopes to gradually get rid 
of
 me unemployment from which the 
tfa<le still suffers. 
Ninety Per Cent in Good Standing 
That the pressers have an earnest de 
sire to maintain the I n ion can be seen 
from the fact that during last year <p 
per cent of the members have been in 
good standing and have complied with 
union rules. 
1 he I'nion has not had sufficient time 
to educate 'its members and to raise 
active forces capable of guiding the rank 
and file in the proper union channels. 
But this will come in good time. Mean 
while the active members of the present, 
although limited in number, are doing 
their level l>est, working for the inter-
ests of the Union. 
Present Labor Conditions 
The labor conditions so far as the 
pressers are concerned have been im-
mensely improved. Apart from the fact 
that the pressers are now employed di-
rectly by the manufacturer, the hours 
do not exceed 50 per week. Then there 
is double pay for overtime that must 
not extend beyond 8.30 P. M-, the ben-
efit of the ten legal holidays that the * 
presser is privileged to enjoy side by 
side with other people and in a general 
way the better treatment accorded to 
them in the shops. The increase in wages 
by 30 per cent is no small gain either. 
Such are the main improvements effect-
ed as a result of the general strike. • 
True, we have not attained all our 
aims. A number of further improve-
ments have still to be made, namely: to 
prevent the discharging of presser* in 
the slack season- and to secure for the 
workers that consideration on the part 
of the employer that would regard them 
as human beings and not merely as fac-
tory hands. 
Much Depends on the Workers 
Themselves 
1 
But this rather depends on how the 
employees will conduct themselves in the 
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' 
future. If they will realize that self-
respect is a precious human quality and 
will keep away from saloons and de-
moralizing traffic places, if they will in-
stead spend their time at home with their 
families, or in the office of the Union, 
if they will maintain the Union principle 
of collective bargaining and refuse to 
lower themselves by entering stealthily 
into understandings with their employer 
or foreman—if they will bear all this 
in mind the employers will come to think 
of them as men and not as mere hands. 
The Financial Aspect 
Financially, Local 35 is in a very good 
position. Notwithstanding the fact that 
the Cleveland strike has absorbed over 
$22,000 of the Local's treasury, the ac-
cumulated funds now stand above 
$30,000. . During 1911 the receipts from 
all sources amounted to $95,000 and the 
expenditure to $70,000. When we look 
back to June, 1910, and think of how 
small and insignificant the Local was at 
the time, that its total 
amounted to some S800. wher. *e re»h 
that to-day the weekly mom* ,j ^ 
Local is seventy-five time* a- much
 4, 
in June, 1910, we can heartih <v*grat] 
late ourselves upon the progress mad*
 T 
course of the two yearv 
-For Mental and Moral VpliH 
The pressers' Local is an irnporta.** 
branch of the Cloakmakers' [ 
was not easy to attain our pre-em pow 
tion. The building up of this strong or 
ganization has involved an enurnvjus ex-
penditure of energy, money and self-
, sacrifice. Let us hope that the member* 
of Local £5 will value dearly the result* 
attained at so much cost- Let them con-
tinue to be earnest, loyal and devoted 
to the organization and the l/nion *3 
continue to be strong and powerful 
working for the betterment of their labor 
conditions and their mental and.moral 
uplift ' 
Corset Workers Strike Renewed 
A Statement by the Corset Workers' Union, Local 82 
Conscious of the fact that the citizens in 
general are interested in the outcome of the 
so-called settlement of the corset workers' 
strike, and with a feeling that it is our duty 
to inform the public as to the progress that 
has been made in carrying out the so-called 
agreement and as to the present state of 
affairs, we present for careful consideration 
our side of the case. 
The agreement between our union and the 
Kalamazoo Corset Company was accepted and 
signed in good faith on our part and with a 
determination to carry out its provisions if 
permitted to do so. 
The agreement was ratified by us over the 
protest of a large number of our members, 
but we felt that we owed it to the general 
public to permit the conciliation board to 
put its plans into execution. 
In compliance with the terms of the agm-
ment, one of our members returned to work. 
While this girl was waiting for work at her 
machine, the employes in the factory to the 
number of two or three hundred, gathered* 
around her and heaped upon her all *oro 
of abuse. The general superintendent *** 
told of the situation and appeared upon the 
scene while the demonstration was in progress 
He stopped the machinery, mounted a box 
and delivered a speech to the employs irf 
made the statement that the "union can P> 
to the dickens." He then asked the '*-
ployes to decide as to whether the girl **»» 
be given work or not and the vote ww 
the negative. . *„, 
Thereupon the girl was called to the oft^  
and asked what she intended to * **J 
the circumstances. She replied that she 
IT-' -• ;, .-.-• :.!• 
:.. . 
t 
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,„ n c lo the factory to work and that she 
u- willing to work if permitted to do so. 
[he general superintendent told her that if 
he
 Was willing to work under the circum-
iiancea he did not want her and she was 
Uncharged. 
The alwve statement of facts was admitted 
0 the general superintendent of the corset 
:ompany at .a meeting of the conciliation 
xiard. Jk / 
Another girl^rfported for work and was 
&>ked to sljh K paper not to belong to an 
industrial ojfaJfcation and being met with a 
refusal to s ign^bc manager put her to new 
work, where sherwas met with the same re-
ception as referred to above. The girl was 
finally called to the office and was told that 
Lhe had better go home now and that her 
base would be attended to later. 
Still another reported for work and before 
Promising anything the general superintend-
but sent the forelady to have the employes 
Lay whether she should be given work or not. 
1 When these facts were reported, Miss 
•Pauline M. Newman, general organizer, called 
li meeting of the sanitation board. The meet-
ing was attended by the general supcrintend-
Int and his assistant. One of the girls ap-
peared before the so-called board and told 
•he above story which was not disputed by 
Ihe officials of the corset company. 
I At that meeting the general superintendent 
Biromised that he would try and straighten 
•natters out in the future, the committee ac-
cepted his promise and held that there was 
nothing before thent for action. 
I The committee urged our side to have more 
•ratieuce and that the company be given more 
• m e to make good its undertakings. 
I h was at that meeting that the general 
•"pcrintendent stated that he "hardly thought 
• possible to carry out the agreement, by 
•'instating all the former employes by the 
•7 th of July." 
I Tjiat the company is not sincere in its at-
•empt to carry out this phase of the agree-
• * n t is borne out by the fact that new girls 
• ; r being employed from time to time while 
• » « strikers are compelled to await the pleas-
•
r c
 of the management for reinstatement. 
• « « company is also running extensive ad-
vertisements for help. 
•
 lm
-' gentleman who was to -enforce the 
mreement is out of town, and is not likely 
WP return very soon. We have been forced 
W In* conclusion that the committee is noth-
tMENT WORKEK I 
ing more nor less than a farce, for it neither 
ha* power nor authority. 
The company has proven conclusively that 
there is no intention on it* part to comply 
with the agreement and so we have declared 
it broken and decMed to renew the strike. 
We are planning to put about 24 girl* on 
the road and to advertise the strike and to . 
solicit funds to carry cm the work. 
Wc intend to inform the merchants who 
trade with the Kalamazoo Corset Company 
and who by this time wc presume are aware 
of the so-called settlement, that the agree-
ment was broken by the company and that 
the strike is still on. 
And now, dear reader, think about the facts 
we give you and think twice before you form* 
an opinion one way or the other. Remember 
that the company ha5 agreed to reinstate all 
former employes under any circumstances ami 
it has failed to do so. 
Who ever heard of a manager who would 
let the employes run the business? Who 
would think that the corset company would 
leave it to their employes to decide as to \ 
whether the strikers should be taken back? 
Does it not look as if there was a motive 
behind it? Why could not the general super-
intendent tell his employes to behave properly 
instead of putting it up to them and giving 
them the power tf> decide? Hut we know 
why, and that is our reason for renewing the 
strike. 
Furthermore, the company has agreed not 
to discriminate against any of its former em-
ployes for belonging to an industrial organ-
ization; and yet the first thing the general 
superintendent did was to ask one of the 
girls to sign such a paper. Is this not an 
open violation of the agreement? 
We intend to carry on this fight to a finish 
and it is only a question of time when the 
Kalamazoo Corset Company will regret ex-
ceedingly its stubborn attitude toward its 
former employes. 
And it is because we hold that "nothing 
is settled until it is settled right/* that we 
consider the strike in progress, 
(Signed)—Executive Board of the Corset 
Workers' Union, Local No, & of the 
L L. G. W. U., and the Committee of 
the Kalamazoo Trades Council 
PAULINE M.NEWMAN, 
General Organizer 
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future. If they will realize that self-
respect is a precious human quality and 
will keep away from saloons and de-
moralizing traffic places, if they will in-
stead spend their time at home with their 
families, or in the office of the Union, 
if they will maintain the Union principle 
of collective bargaining and refuse to 
lower themselves by entering stealthily 
into understandings with their employer 
or foreman—if they will bear all this 
in mind the employers will come to think 
of them as men and not as mere hands . 
The Financial Aspect 
Financially, Local 35 is in a very good 
position. Notwithstanding the fact that 
the Cleveland strike has absorbed over 
$22,000 of the Local's t reasury, the ac-
cumulated funds now stand above 
$30,000. During 1911 the receipts from 
all sources amounted to $95,000 and the 
expenditure to $70,000. When we look 
back to June , 1910, and think of how 
small and insignificant the Local was at 
the time, that it-* t«,ui 
amounted to some $800, si,, 
that to-day the weckh in,., , 
Local is seventy-five time* 
in J/ine, 1910, we can heartil;
 :-
late ourselves upon the pn.LT<" 
course of the two year. 
For Mental and Mural ' *. --
T h e pressers ' Local h an import** 
branch of the Goakmaker- Vmm 
was not easy to attain our firf-ern ra-
tion. T h e building up of this *irong -
ganization has involved an ennrmou! 
penditure of energy. mone\ and * 
sacrifice. Let us hope that the member* 
of Local 35 will value dearly the re*** 
attained at so much cost Lr! them • 
ttnue to be earnest, loyal am! devoted 
to the organization and the I n i n « 
continue to be strong and powerful 
working for the betterment of their lain* 
conditions and their mental and ivcal 
uplift. 
Corset Workers Strike Renewed 
A Statement by the Corset Workers' Union, Local 8 J 
Conscious of the fact that the citizens in 
general are interested in the outcome of the 
so-called settlement of the corset workers' 
strike, and with a feeling that it is our duty 
to inform the public as to the progress that 
has been made in carrying out the so-called 
agreement and as to the present state of 
affairs, we present for careful consideration 
our side of the case. 
The agreement between our union and the 
Kalamazoo Corset Company was accepted and 
signed in good faith on our part and with a 
determination to carry out its provisions if 
permitted to do so. 
The agreement was ratified by us over the 
protest of a large number of our members, 
but we felt that we owed it to the general 
public to permit the conciliation board to 
put its plans into execution. 
In compliance with the term* • i T»e «rn: 
ment, one of our member.* returned i»» *"r* 
While this girl was waiting ior « ^ *< " 
machine, the employes in the t,ictot> :• 
number of two or three hnn-ired * -• 
around her and heaped upon her 
of abuse. The general Mipenmcwk" 
told of the situation and appeared a^ 
scene while the demonstration »a> '• P™*1** 
He stopped the machinery. m^m^l 
and delivered a speech to tin - ' 
made the statement that ihc 
to the dickens." He then ..-M 
ployes to decide as to whether - K ' 
be given work or not and :h« 
the negative. ,„. 
Thereupon the girl was LM • 
and asked what she intend?* 
the circumstances. She repli^ 
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,.m >.. die factory to work and that she 
Us willing to work if permitted to do so. 
!„• general superintendent told her that if 
L rt.-i- willing to work under the circum-
unff5 he did not want her and she was 
!i«eharged 
The al-.vc statement of facts was admitted 
. the general superintendent of the corset 
utHpanj at a meeting of the conciliation 
n^rd. 
\ tun her girl rq>ortcd for work and was 
,.ki(l to sign ^ j | | a ^ r " o t t 0 b e l o n g t o a n 
nduwial ofganftfdon and being met with a 
r,-fu a^l to s i | h t X h r manager put her to new 
tturk, whe ra^hmwas met with the same re-
rrptioii as re'fernfa to above. The girl was 
finally called to flu- office and was told that 
klic had belter go home now and that her 
[ase would be attended to later. 
Still another reported for work and before 
bromistng anything the general superintend-
L i sent the forelady to have the employes 
Lay whether she should be given work or not. 
I When these (acts were reported, Miss 
b'auline M. Newman, general organizer, called 
I. meeting of the sanitation board. The meet-
lug was attended by the general superintend-
In ' and his assistant One of the girls ap-
Lrarcd before the so-called board and told 
•lie' ahou- story which was not disputed by 
Iln officials of the corset company, 
[I \t that meeting the general superintendent 
l»r.>:msed that he would try ;md straighten 
•natter* out in the future, the committee ac-
•••pip'l his promise and held that there was 
Bio'luiiH lie fore them for action. 
I I he committee urged our side to have more 
•hitH'tice and that the company be given more 
•inn- to make good its undertakings. 
I li was at that meeting that the general 
•«|HTinteinlent stated that he "hardly thought 
• t possible to carry out the agreement, by 
•eiiMatiug all the former employes by the 
• r l ' of July." 
I I hat the company is not sincere in its at-
•rmjit u* carry out this phase of the agree~ 
• « » t is borne out by the fact that new girls 
• > l.ein« employed from time to time while 
• * ' inkers are compelled to await the pleas-
• " "i the management for reinstatement. 
• coiiipany is also running extensive ad-
•Tt ' -vm,-ms for help*. 
B " l c gentleman who was to -enforce the 
• " w n e i H >s out of town, and is not likely 
B ' w « ™ \ery soon. W e have been forced 
• ie c »nV'!ii>ion that the committee is noth-
RMENT WoftJCER i-
mg more nor les* than j farce, f«.r v. neither 
ha* power nor authority 
I In- company has proven concliMivel) that 
there is no intention on its part to comply 
with the agreement and so we havt- declared 
IT broken and decided to renew the strike 
H e are planning to put alnrnt J4 girl- im 
the road and to advertise the strike and t« 
solicit ftnwU i" carry on the work 
We intend to inform the met' ham^ who 
trade with the Kalamazoo Corset Company 
and who b> this time w^ c presume .ire aware 
of the so called settlement, that the agree 
meitt was broken b> the company and (hat 
the strike is still on. 
And now. dear reader, thmk about the fart-. 
we give you and think twice before you f.irro 
an opinion one way or the other Remember 
that the company has agreed to reinstate all * 
former employes under any circumstances and 
ii has failed to do so 
Who ever heard of a manager who would 
let the employes run the business'* Who 
would think that the corset company would 
leave it to their employes to decide as to 
whether the strikers should IK- taken bark ' ' 
Does it not look as if there was a m<i(j\e 
behind it ? W by could not the general super 
intendem tell bis employes t<> l»eha\e proper I > 
instead of putting it up to them and giving 
them the power to decide ' Hut we km»» 
why, and thai i> mir reason t>»r renewing the 
strike. ( 
Furthermore, the compan) has agreed not 
to discriminate against any <>t rt-. former em 
ploycs tor belonging to an industrial organ 
i /at ion; and yet the first thing the general 
superintendent did was to ask one of the 
girls to sign such a paper Is tin- not an 
open violation of the agreement -
We intend to carry on this tight lo a finish 
ahd it ss only a question of time when the 
Kalamazoo Corset Company will regret ex-
ceedingly its stubborn attitude toward u s 
former employes. 
And it is becau&e we hold that "nothing 
is settled until it is settled right," that we 
consider the strike in progress 
(Signed)—Executive Board of the Corset 
Workers ' Union, Local No. te <>f the 
I L (i. W. l ' , and the Committee of 
the Kalamazoo Trades Council. 
P A U L I N E M. N E W M A N , 
General Organizer 
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Editorial 
The usual explanation 
The given for the remarkable 
I S S S S ^ and solidity, which 
the Union our Organization by this 
time possesses, is that it 
is due to the existence of the Cloak and 
Suit Manufacturers' Association. But 
there is a manufacturers' association in 
the cloak industry in Cleveland and in 
other cities. There are manufacturers' 
associations in other trades where unions 
do not exist. Why then should the 
strength of the Cloak and Skirt Makers' 
Union of New York be attributed to the 
existence of a manufacturers' association. 
We, however, attribute it to the fact that 
for the first time in the history of the 
cloak trade, our people succeeded in en-
tering into an agreement with the manu-
facturers to which the manufacturers 
really agree. It is true that on many 
occasions we have succeeded in compel 
ling a number of manufacturers at the 
beginning of the season to sign doca-
ments, with all sorts of provisions to 
safe-guard the interest of the union and 
which our lawyers assured us woui 
stand the test of the Courts. Vet with 
all this ingenuity the signing of the** 
agreements by the manufacturers brought 
no union conditions. The reason for this 
is that the manufacturers in signing [&• 
document, which we called an agreement 
and to which they did not a^ree. was 
simply a ceremony performed by ri 
to enable them to get through the rush 
of the season. The real strength 
Protocol and the vitality of the union 1I» 
in the fact that the bulk of the m 
turers really agree in tht 
provisions. 
main ^ # 
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We find it necessary 
to point this out to our 
irreconcilable* members because we have 
still an irreconcilable ele-
ment amongst us, which would like to 
force the union to compel the manufac-
turers to sign an agreement to which the 
manufacturers cannot and will not agree. 
No union can enter into an agreement 
witli the manufacturers and secure from 
the employers everything the men want. 
The best we can get in this world is 
only a cApromise. An organization, 
like an^huJifjdual insisting upon every-
thing, flood! finds that it cannot get any-
thing. 
of anything without being in a poMti.m lo 
substitute something practical will bring 
about reaction instead of progress 
The It is said that when 
The Protocol 
Unlike the Bible, not 
even like the constitution 
of the United States, the 
Protocol is a very pliable 
instrument. It is subject to changes by 
means of conferences and decisions of 
the Hoard of Arbitration. An indus-
try like the cloak and skirt trade which 
is subject to constant changes necessi-
tates constant changes in the provisions 
of the Protocol, in order to meet those 
changed conditions. As time goes on 
new conditions and new evils arise in 
our trade, and it is the business of the 
officers of the union to see that the pro-
visions of the Protocol are changed to 
meet those contingencies and to remedy 
those evils. 
Neither grumbling nor 
<'<>n(Iirlona of kicking, not even criticism 
duress can bring about improve-
ments. Certainly not de-
nunciations. Only practical plans and 
efficient remedies can bring about desired 
results and insure progress. Criticisms 
and denunciations which bring forth no 
practical legislation and remedies are 
*or$c than useless. The tearing asunder 
nifccontoiit
 t l u . Frenchman spoils his 
of Our * 
Member* stomach he blames his 
government. It is only 
but natural for the rfoakmakers, since 
they have a union, to blame the union 
for everything that goes wrong in their 
trade. Especially is this the case in the 
slack season. A good many of our mem-
bers are under the impression that it is 
the business of the union to provide 
them with work. A union can only se-
cure for the members better pay for trie 
work the employer gives him. It can-
not, and it is outside of the function* of 
unionism to create work for its mem-
bers. If the manufacturers receive no 
orders the work-people have no work, 
and the union can do nothing. We do 
not know of any labor organization thai 
even attempted to solve the problem of 
the unemployed. What some ^unions 
have done in that direction was to create 
a fund to relieve their members in time 
of idleness. Such a fund not only re-
lieves the members from distress, but it 
also has the/indirect effect of maintain-
ing prices. The hungry man is generally 
desperate and he is then willing to be-
come the tool of the unscrupulous em-
ployers and work below the scale and 
below union standards. The (ierman 
unions have been largely successful iii 
this direction- All their labor unions 
have out-of-work benefits. There is no 
reason why our local unions should not 
try by means of raising the dues a few 
cents per week, to create such a fund. 
We know that this plan is full of com-
plications and difficulties, but if other 
unions have been successful in that di-
rection, there is no reason why we should 
not try it. 
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The main cause of our 
ivif-c- frequent disputes with the 
commission employers, to our mind, 
lies in the fact, that in our 
agreement with the employers there is 
no provision . for collective bargainings 
in its true sense, for the piece workers, 
who constitute 80% of the cloak and 
skirt makers. The provision in the 
Protocol for a price committee in each 
shop is only a partial and very ineffec-
tive means of collective bargaining. W e 
have very little trouble with the week 
workers- There are no disputes with 
the manufacturers on the question of 
hours because this is settled by'collec-
tive bargaining. The frequent disputes 
in the shops, occur on the question of 
prices for piece work. Individual shop* 
settling prices separately is a very im-
perfect means of collective bargaining, 
and hence the great cause of discontent 
between the union and the manufactur-
ers. It is absurd to say that we have a 
system of collective bargaining in piece 
work where it is possible in each shop 
to settle prices for itself without regard 
to a common, collectively agreed stand-
ard. The equalization of the price of 
laln>r in which the legitimate manufac-
turer is interested as much as the mem-
bers of the union, must l>e aimed at. It 
is very difficult to solve the problem in 
the ladies' garment trade, where style 
constantly changes, but we must do all 
in our power to-br ing it nearer to a 
solution, so that peace and harmony will 
be insured in our trade. It is this de-
fect in the method of collective bargain-
ing or rather the absence of it among 
the piece workers that is the great cause 
of friction between the employers and 
the men, and we are positive that it will 
become more and more acute as we go 
011. Until some sort of a solution is 
found to this problem, there is no hope 
for progress in our Organization. 
/ In spite of the pr«n . 
Local strtke« in our constitution
 l in 
Without the „,„.+*.-* * 
K w w M M of c o n s t a n t warning -m - . 
th* (i. O, part of the <jerirr;*j •?*• 
cers to our local* thai 
International I n ion cannot supi"-
either financially or morally am -; 
called without the sanction «>r kimwlt , 
of the General Office, our locaN mi! 
tinue their old habit of catling *tnk< -
first and then applying to the u-n.r..; 
Office for help. Not only f is this d«*m 
by our locals in the West, which have
 ;, 
plausible excuse that it takes too long 1 
communicate with the General Office l>m 
even our Eastern locals continue tin. 
practice. We wonder when thr\ « !! 
learn to do better?' 
The decision of the Ifcwr-
stoppage of o £ Grievances, not to rem 
Work no state a discharged em 
R
*
m e d y
 ployee oi Rosenberg U P -
because the people in IIK 
shop took the matter into their own hand* 
and Stopped work to force his reinstate 
ment, should be a warning to our j»o,pfo 
and it should teach them that force 1- rv 
remedy. Happily we reached an under 
standing with the manufacturers, that m 
case of a dispute the matter should I* 
settled, not by means of force, but mi -t 
basis of reason and justice. The d w 
gard by the members of Hie ba-ic prm 
ciples of unionism, namely, taking die 
law into their own hands, cannot U.t" 
crated. Union breaking tactic- ui lNvt 
bring about union conditions. 
You cannot remedy an Institution In 
sapping its base. The union emplt^ •' 
staff of officers to look after the interest* 
of its members, and to listen to their 
or imaginary grievances and to t n t" 
just them. If the officers do noi atreiv 
to their duties, the members know when-
to lodge their complaints. Am aitem 
to remedy grievances by any >>ti 
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means cannot and should not be tol-
erated. O u r business agents and man-
agers should br ing this lesson home to 
our members and thus pu t an end to the 
greatest danger tha t a union can con-
front, namely, mob-rule . 
Hums 
t Big man Burns has 
i sh runk visibly under the 
ra in of the telling facts 
in the D a r r o w defense. 
Where now is all the bluff about the 
much bragged of " d i c t o g r a p h " eaves-
dropper evidence, t o be introduced with 
such deadly effect by H a r r i n g t o n ? T h a t 
bluff was "washed o u t " like s tarch. 
Speaking on the witness s tand of the 
"d ic tograph" record*. Harrington testi-
fied, " I could not make out the sense 
of it. It was unintelligible." 
And so it has been with all the rest 
of the exhibits of this wonder worker 
ally of the enemies of labor. The last 
fake was exposed when Lincoln StefTens 
testified that both of the M c N a m a r a s 
had agreed to plead guilty two days be-
fore Franklin 's a r r e t for bribery. Why 
waste more space on the big bark and 
little bite of that dog of a detective who 
has had the center of the stage too hmg 
and played his vaudeville stage too 
crudely. I t - i s ' t i m e to "get the hook" 
for Burns the Braggert He is a "has 
been." 
General Executive Board 
In session at 32 Union Square, New York City, July 20, 1912. 
President Rosenberg in chair. 
Present, S. Polakoff, M. Sigman, S. Lcf-
kowitz, A. Mitchell, John A. Dyche and S. 
Slotchin. Absentees, B. Witashkin. 
Minutes of the previous meeting adopted 
as read. 
The committee appointed at the last meet-
ing of the General Executive Board to effect 
an amalgamation of Local No. 68, Cloak and 
Skirt Pressers of Brownsville, N. Y., with 
Ueal No. 35, Cloak and Skirt Pressers of 
New York, presented the following report: 
To the Members of the General Executive 
Board. 
V\ e hereby submit our report on the amalga-
mation case of Local No. 68 and Local No. 35. 
Several conferences were held with com-
mittees of Local No. 68 and Local No. 35 
ami the following arrangements were adopted 
'>>• all concerned^ 
^ '• Ail' the members of Local No. 68 and 
Section F of Local No. 35 should be known 
« Branch A of Local No. 35 of Brownsville. 
2
 All the members of Local No. 68 should 
lu
™ over their due-books to Local No. 35 
j|M later than August 15th, 1912. and other 
books should be issued to them without any 
charge. f 
3. In view hi the fact that 5 members 
of every section of said Local constitute an 
Executive Board of the Local, we decided 
that a majority of the members of Local 
No. 68 should be elected from Branch A to 
the Executive Board of Local No. 35. 
4. In view of the fact thai there are many 
complaints and grievances in the pressing 
trade which need prompt attention in order 
to satisfy the members at large, and as it 
will be very hard on the members who work 
in Brownsville to come to Sew York to the 
Executive Board of Local No. ,15 to tile their 
complaints and charges, we therefore rccom-
*mend that a Grievance Committee be elected 
from said branch in conjunction with a com-
mittee of the Executive Board of Local No. 
35 to meet not less than once a week, to take 
up complaints and other trade matters per-
taining to the members of Branch A to be 
adjusted in time. 
5. The committee recommends that the 
office of Brownsville should be closed and 
that a new office be opened for the reason 
that the members qf Local No. 68 claim that 
their present office is run nominally by the 
Joint Board, but practically by Local No, i t , 
and as it is the wish of the committee that 
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harmony should prevail in Brownsville, we 
therefore recommend that this new office 
should be opened in a different locality, so 
as to convince the members of Brownsville 
that this office is run by the Joint Board, and 
to prevent misunderstandings. We also rec-
ommend that arrangements should be made 
that the representative of Local No. 68 should 
have a separate room in order to attend to 
the complaints and grievances of Branch A 
of Local No. 35. 
6. The members of Local No. 68 claim 
that their members are in the habit of apply-
ing at headquarters for positions and that 
the contractors and manufacturers also apply 
there for help, and they therefore believe it 
is necessary to have headquarters for them-
selves. The committee, after consideration, 
recommends to Local No. 35 that as soon as 
the amalgamation takes place, a committee 
should be appointed to investigate as to the 
necessity of headquarters, and decide on same. 
7. The committee decided that Brother 
Dyche should be instructed, before revoking 
the charter of Local No. 68, to look over the 
finances of said Local, and then turn over 
the treasury of Local No. 68 to Local No. 35, 
not later than the last week of July, 1912. 
On Thursday, July n t h , an amalgamation 
meeting was held in Brownsville, at which 
Vice-Presidents Polakoff and Slotchin were 
present, and all these arrangements were read 
and adopted. 
Fraternally, 
John A. Dyche, General Secretary-Treasurer; 
S. Polakoff, 1st Vice-President; S. Slotchin, 
iath Vice-President. 
Upon motion agreed to accept the report 
as read. 
Bros. A. Mitchell and M. Sigman presented 
a lengthy report of their visit to Boston at 
the request of President Rosenberg. They 
met the officers of the various Locals, ad-
dressed a mass meeting of the workers in the 
trade and were present at a meeting of the 
Joint Board of the Boston Locals. They 
also heard a statement by a committee of the 
Ladies' Tailors, Local No. 36, as to the con-
dition of their Local. Bros. Sigman and 
Mitchell came to the conclusion that Boston 
needs a General Organizer to take proper 
care of all the Locals there, and believed that 
this would effect a great improvement. 
Upon motion agreed to accept the report 
as read. 
not placed in nomination as a member 
Local Executive Board. We 
Brother Polakoff then presented ti. 
ing report regarding Local No 20 Raj': 
Makers of New York: * 
On Monday, July 8th, Brother S.Krr.. 4.,; 
myself attended the Local Executive h,arS 
meeting, and were informed that ih*y * fr . 
making preparations for a general str ke an-: 
asked to be advised how to act. We inarmed 
them that the matter should first be r rr« 
to the General Executive Board 
On Thursday, Jury n th , we again attended 
their Executive Board meeting at the request 
of S. Robinson, the Financial,Secrc,r 
We found that there was some -.... Li 
pute as to whether Brother Rich was r *; 
be 
Succeeded in 
straightening dut the matter and re*: - r . 
harmony and we would suggest tha* a mero-
ber of this Board be elected to look alter 
the affairs of this Local and guule it along 
proper trade union channels 
Brother Polakoff also reported having ar-
tended a meeting of the Ladies' Waisi Maker%' 
Union, Local No. 25, when their delegate* tn 
the convention rendered their report, an! 
found that new life is coming into this LocaJ 
He suggested that the committee appointed 
at the convention should visit the said 1-ocal 
and make a report. 
Upon motion agreed to accept the report 
as read. 
Brothers Shapiro, Kaplan and Smolensky. 
bearing credentials from Local No. XK Ram-
coat Makers' Union of New York, appeared 
before the Board with the request that the 
committee appointed to supervise the move-
ment for a general strike should be instructed 
to get busy. The committee further -tare that 
the Local is in need of a manager, who will 
have the confidence of the members, and tbn* 
be in a position to bring about harmony and 
put an end to the friction existing inside ot 
the organization. The Local has come to" the 
conclusion that there is not a single man inside 
of their organization who is able to fulnll this 
function and they request the Board to recom 
mend someone who can fill this position 
Brothers Kirchenbaum, Klein, Kurtiman 
and Tannenbaum. bearing credentials trom 
Branch 1 of Local No. o, Cloak & Suit Tailors 
Union of New York, appeared be tore the 
Board and requested in the name oi their 
branch that the General Office issue a separate 
charter for the Sample Makers and Piece 
Tailors. 
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Vice-President Mitchell, chairman of the 
committee appointed at the last meeting of 
,he G E. B. to control the affairs of Local 
No 38 in accordance with the decision of the 
convention, states that so far the committee 
has made very little headway, owing to the 
fact that the Local is in a poor condition 
due mainlyM the slackness in the trade. The 
committee Itirther reports that Local No. 38 
ita* decfteo^rrelinquish jurisdiction over the 
ladies' fainfk of Brooklyn. 
Vice-Preijjjknt Sigmant for the committee 
appointed to carry out Resolution No. 49 re-
lating to Local No. 17. reports progress. 
Vice-President Polakoff, for the committee 
appointed to carry out Resolution No. 31 
relating to the changing of the charter of 
Lfic.il No. 23 and also Resolution No- 27 re-
lating to a general strike in the white goods 
trade, reports that they have attended meet-
ings and report progress. 
General Secretary-Treasurer reported that a 
conference has been arranged to be held in 
Washington, D. G, on September 30th, 1912, 
with the representatives of the U. G. W. U. 
of A. and the J. T. U. of A. 
Upon motion agreed to communicate with 
Brother Dubinsky requesting him to accept 
the offer of Local No. 20 to act as their 
organizer. 
The requests of the committee of Branch 1. 
of Local No. 9, for a separate charter was 
then discussed. After a lengthy discussion 
the meeting adjourned without coming to any 
definite decision. 
The Board also met on Friday, Jury 27th, 
when the request of Branch t. Local No a 
for a separate charter for Sample Makers and 
Piece Tailors was referred to the next quar-
terly meeting. 
Agreed to appoint Miss Josephine Casey 
organizer for women workers, and three men, 
one for New England States and two for the 
Middle West. Organizers' expenses to be* $3 
per day when staying in one city a week or 
longer, and not more than $4 a day when 
compelled to visit another city outside of his 
territory within one week. 
President Rosenberg promised to submit as 
soon as possible the names of three proposed 
organizers for the Board's approval. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOHN A. DYCHE, 
General Secretary-Treasurer 
Monthly Bulletin of Stirring Events 
JOINT BOARD OP NEW YOBK 
July is the month of considerable personal 
interest in the life of the locals and joinf 
hollies. During the month the more important 
local officers are being elected and much in-
terest attaches to the list of candidates for 
officers and business agents. Both elections 
and subsequent installations arc replete not 
only with exciting incidents, but also with 
inspiration and encouragement. 
During this month the installation of the 
newly-elected Joint Board of New York took 
place and it proved a very impressive affair. 
Brother J. Halp ern, the Chairman of the 
Joint Board, called on Brother S. PoUkofl, 
now the first Vice-President of the Interna-
tional Union, to perform the installation 
ceremony which consists almost exclusively in 
speech making. There were also present at 
tots meeting Counsellor Meyer London, at-
torney for the efoak & Skirt Makers' Union, 
whose speech on such occasions is looked 
forward to with much expectation, and A*. 
Bisno, the Chairman of the Board of Direc-
tors. Both delivered themselves of stirring 
messages, after which the election of officers 
and committees was proceeded with. Brothers 
J. Halpern, M. Perlstein and H. Kleinman 
were duly re-elected as Chairman, Record-
ing Secretary and Financial Secretary, re-
spectively. 
PROGRESS OP SANITARY IMPROVE-
MENT IN CLOAK SHOPS 
Some Facts and Figures, Culled from the 
Latest Bulletin Issued by the Joint Board 
of Sanitary Control 
Number. 
No. of Shops Investigated 1,884 
No. of Persons Working 50ja6 
No. of Men 38*59" 
No. of Women 11,735 
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Loft Buildings 1,480 
Converted Buildings 273 
So. of Perv*ns Working above the 
Sixth Story 21485 
No. of Shops having Sanitary Certi-
ficates * 456 
No. of Establishments having Sanitary 
Certificates 377 
No. of Persons Working in Certificat-
ed Shops 25,336 
No. of Persons Working in Uncerti-
ficated Shops 24,990 
The Bulletin says: 
The prbolem of the safety of the large 
number of persons working above the sixth 
story is Still very grave as the ordinary mean» 
of escape are not of much value at these 
heights. * 
Of the fifty-five buildings which were 
defective in fire protection, of which we have 
complained during February, I9i! t to the Fire 
Department, Building, Police I>epartment and 
Mayor, all have been improved and the dan-
gers of fires in those buildings removed. The 
number of shops which were granted Sanitary 
Certificates at the beginning of our fiscal year, 
May 1st, were but very few, while at pres-
ent we have 377 certificates issued, showing 
a distinct gain in the safety <>f a large num-
ber of shops. 
That a great many buildings have improved 
their fire-escapes and other fire prevention 
and escape facilities can also be gathered 
from the fact that we hive found only 38 
shops or 2% with no drop ladders, while six 
months before there were 2;/> or 13%. There 
has been also a great improvement as to the 
manner of opening the door* of shops. Dur-
ing the last inspection there were only 48% 
left which were opening IN. During the 
August inspection there were 79%, and in 
February there were 07%, showing a very 
large improvement in this respect. 
The figures also show noticeable improve-
ment in other respects. For instance, we 
have only 34% of the shops left where there 
are no dressing-rooms, while there were 58% 
during August inspection, and 79% during the 
February inspection. 
CLOAK AND SUIT TAILORS, LOCAL 0 
While referring to .the amendment (Article 
u , Section 7), adopted at our recent con-
vention, forbidding local unions to make 
payments for any other purpose except the 
regular expenditure of the Union, including 
strike benefits, Secretary A. Guyer makes a 
very important suggestion relating to 3 special 
fund for the payment of sick and oth*- ^ . 
efits. Secretary Guyer says; 
The Union will have to solve this problem 
sooner or later. Let the members, ho*--.r?. 
bear in mind that they must be prepared 
to pay a certain sum weekly or rnon'My 
to provide the wherewithal of a fun-i En 
a season trade like ours there is a rrr.ain 
number'of workless men always to tie i-i-M 
who are in need of material suppor An 
extra fund for this purpose shouM 
fore be created. The paymenn devolving 
upon individual members would be «h«ht. 
but the advantage accruing to thani * • . . 
be very substantial. Let the nvnber* 
therefore discuss this problem exhaustively 
and make recommendations through rMr 
branch meetings to the Local Executive 
It is encouraging to note that Local officers 
are beginning to see the paramour:- r ; . -
of a benefit system. One stef> further a: 
they would see that any benefit S>SIC;TI :» 
be successful must be part and parcel of tne 
activity of the International Union applicable 
to all its membc/s. 
PRESSERS* L'JCIOX, LOCAL SB 
The Toronto convention has settled a nu^i 
ber of jurisdictional questions that hn\e ; 
pending for many months. One of th»*- « ; 
a prolonged and bitter dispute between the 
Pressers' Union, Local 35, of New York. and 
the Pressen' Union, Local 68. of BrcANa 
The dispute is now practically a matter of 
the past The persistent claim of the * r •• 
Local 68 to a separate existence, den 
Local 35 all the time, has been confirmed b* 
the convention. The delegates of Local '•* 
vigorously protested against their annexe' 
but the convention was guided by its o*" 
inexorable logic and resolved that henceforth 
brotherly strife must cease and that Locv 
has no legal standing under the consti'ui 
and must transfer all its members to I '• 
35 
That this resolve was for the best is -
dent from the fact that the two locals an-
doing all they can to carry out the resohi 
of the convention and in spite of the pro\<-'' 
of Local 68 its members will find the Mnafea 
mation to their advantage. Secretary Lubins 
of Local 35 has given expression to the hope 
that in future all the members will *<** 
harmoniously together for the good of ' 
Organization as a whole. 
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BALTIMORE, Mel. 
The Cloakmakcrs' Union, Local 4. is up 
and <loing. An educational campaign, started 
some lime ago, has had a visible effect on the 
hitherto apathetic cloak and skirt makers 
They are beginning to see that they may 
he raised from the level of mere profit 
grinders for their employers to self-respecting 
workers, securing human conditions of labor, 
only *>y realizing that "he who desires to be 
free must himself strike the blow." 
Recently, at a prolonged and very impor-
tant meeting, the members have arrived at 
a number of decisions bearing on their life 
and labor in the shops. 
The employees are advised not to apply 
severally fAempIoyment. This tempts the 
employer to »ncourage competition between 
the workpeq|leC In future employers requir-
ing help nffet apply to the business agent 
oi the unid^ 
In order to provide a more efficient control 
in the shops it has been arranged that on 
starting work every new employee must pro-
duce a working card issued by the business 
agent. 
A demand is to be made for improved sani-
tary conditions in the shops. In this respect 
the cloak shops of Baltimore are very de-
ficient. 
An effort is to be made at the settlement 
of prices to secure a minimum amount of 
$5 a day. 
The necessity of reducing the hours to 50 
a week is under advisement. So far as work 
ing hours are concerned, Baltimore is in a 
primitive condition as compared with New 
York. 
An effort is to be made to reach the skirt 
makers who have up till now been neglected, 
fir rather they have been guilty of negligence. 
This is an extensive program that will re-
quire the alertness and unceasing efforts of 
the Local officers and active members to 
carry out. In Bra D. Cohen, the Treasurer 
of the Local, Baltimore now has a direct 
representative on the General Executive 
Board, and it is about time that Local 4; 
Wing one of the old locals of the Interna-
tional Union, should come to be ranked in 
membership and labor conditions with some 
of the more influential locals of the Inter-
national Union. 
CLEVELAND, OHIO 
In His last monthly report Vice-President 
*rael Feit refers in encouraging terms to 
ln« change for the better that has come over 
the ladies' garment workers of Cleveland and 
to the recuperation of strength by our local 
unions in that city. There i$ a very strong 
movement uniotiward which bids fair to brmg 
the organization t.ack to its standing prior to 
the general strike 
This awakening Vice President Feit attn 
butes to the fact that the employers have 
gone back on their promises to individual em 
ployees, whom thry have lured away from the 
organization by all sorts of subterfuge Now. 
with the commencement of the busy season, 
the "get-rich-quick" methods to which the> 
have been accustomed in the past proved to*> 
much of a temptation for them Thus tin-
blacklist has been reinforced, the "efficiency 
system" of 11 Black & Co., which require-; 
the pressing of 3^ . garments a day for the 
"handsome'* remuneration of $18 a week, ha-
naturally been again revered to This, ..1 
course, the prefer** refused point blank, and 
nearly precipitated another general strike II 
Black & Co. replied l>y discharging, or thrr.il 
ening to discharge, employees who made cmn 
plaints, informing all those whom it concerned 
in the words of all industrial tvrants "If 
it docs not suit you, you can go"' 
Many of the employees do n"t earn more 
than $5 to $h a week Incidents like these 
have opened the employees' eye* to the fact 
that the Union is after all their !«eM friend 
The employer- of Cleveland have thus them 
selves acted ;ts the best organizers and haw 
driven scores of employees back !-• the or 
gamzation. Recently two mass meetings have 
been held, one of these was addressed by 
President Rosenberg The meetings were 
crowded to overflowmg and re-echoed the 
spirit of enthi/siaMii evinced on former occa-
sions. Shop and l.ocal meetings are well at-
tended. The Hungarian l,<al is gaining 
strength from week to week Altogether the 
progress made is all that could he wished un 
tier the circumstances. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Vice-President Feit writes: 
"At the request of the Cutlers' I'nion. Local 
48, I visited Cincinnati It i* their intention. 
in accordance v\ith a resolution of the Toronto 
convention, to demand a minimum wage scale 
of $18 per week and other improvements of 
minor importance I advised the Local to 
write to the manufacturers requesting them 
to gran! their just demands without the ne 
cessity of resorting to a conflict. The pros-
pects nf having their wishes fulfilled seem 
very bright." 
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TOLEDO, OHIO 
A slight dispute at the firm of Cohen, 
Martin and Fried lander Co. was quickly 
settled by Bros. J. Rosenberg, the President, 
and M. J. Cohen, the Secretary of the Cloak 
Makers' Union, Local 67. Vice-President 
Feit testifies to the practical common sense of 
the leaders and members of Local 67 in strict-
ly adhering to the policy of avoiding trouble 
wherever possible, preferring to strengthen 
their ranks which in itself inspires self-con-
fidence and the Respect of the employers. 
KALAMAZOO — CORSET WORKERS, 
'LOCAL 8 2 
In another column a statement by the Ex-
ecutive Board of Local 82 is published, giving 
strong reasons for their decision to continue 
the strike at the Kalamazoo Corset Co. This 
step has been taken with the complete sym-
pathy and accord of all the labor organiza-
tions of Michigan. In course of this month 
an important gathering called together by the 
Federation of Labor and the Women's Trade 
Union Label League to consider the situation 
was held. Many local unions and other or-
ganizations were duly represented and it was 
decided to meet every Monday. 
The steps to be taken for dealing with the 
situation include the endeavor to get Mrs. 
Raymond Robbins and Miss Jane Addams 
of Chicago to address a meeting in the parks. 
Twenty-two delegates volunteered to picket 
the plant and interview workmen to form a 
strong picket organization. There are many 
sworn affidavits in the possession of organ-
ized labor that will prove damaging to the 
company. Effective measures have been taken 
to raise the necessary funds and for sending 
out circulars broadcast throughout the coun-
try, advising merchants of the struggle and 
of the conditions under which the American 
Beauty Corsets are made. 
DETROIT, MICH. 
According to information from Vice-Presi-
dent Feit there is a movement in this city 
for organizing a separate local of the English-
speaking girls, alteration hands, who number 
about 500. Some 50 of them have already 
handed in their names for this purpose and an 
application for a charter may be received be-
fore this is printed. The movement has receiv-
ed a fillip by a strike of short duration hastily 
called in mistaken sympathy for a dismissed 
foreman. The employees discovered their 
error and promptly returned to work, not 
however, without gaining points in UVu ' 
The employer agreed to recognize
 a . -
committee to which grievances and 
are to be referred for investigation ;, 
justment and he also promised to ; 
the strikebreakers who insulted the , 
RICHMOND, VA. 
Local ioi of this city has decided 
senting demands to their employ-f 
these the main is 50 hoars' work a « 
stead of 54 hours, and a raise of 
per cent in wages. 
The existing labor condition* ar 
low in Richmond and the employer* 
tainly justified in making demand* 
male helpers get only from $12 w -
female helpers from $7 In view of • 
cost of living and of the fact that rhr 
only lasts 7 months in the year.'it i- > 
that the employers will recognize 
demands. The employees arc well »r. 
and the Local is in good financial 
Both the Local leaders and member * 
well advised to undertake nothing ra-
n g to their own resources, but to >* 
by the General Office and above ,1' 
some authoritative general officer n 
izer call upon and interview the emr 
CHICAGO, LOCAL 71 
The fight of this Local against so 
in the ladies' tailoring trade contTM*: 
will be remembered that the men wer-
out because they refused to revert t 
hour day, as proposed by the emplo>tr-
having worked 8 hours a day for > 
of two years. 
Recently Vice-President Feit visited t ' 
and succeeded in arranging a cotiferen. < 
the employers. The discussion hiiW1! 
ly on the question of hours.- The tm 
proposed that work be resumed o" 
hour basis, pending the bringing info 
a sufficient number of the unorganr< 
ployees by September tst to enable 1 
. compell the rest of the manufacture 
troduce the 8-hour day in their 1 
Vice-President Feit submitted a conn-
posal that the employees resume W-T-
8-hour plan, in accordance with the 
agreement, in which case Local r1 
by the International Union, will 
undertake an extensive plan of orx;,:i 
and only if it should fail in thi< 1 
the manufacturers be justified in in- -
the return to 9 hours a day. Vicc-H- ^ 
Feit rightly argued that to give up a pn 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKE* Ifi 
held for two years would hinder the plan 
i>i organization and defeat the object in view. 
Moreover, the downtown section, working on 
(he 8-hour basis and not involved in this 
lookout, would be affected by the return to 
,i Linger working day. 
ni course, the employers would not sec 
il„, [toinl and the ladies' tailors refused to 
cnuitain the 9*hour proposition, and so mat-
UTS stood when Vice-President Feit's report 
reache'l this office,. 
A hopeful tone prevails among the em-
ployees whj|e enthusiasm has suffered no 
abatement ;fllhough the lockout has been last-
ing sine* Majk ist, the sentiment for union-
ism is^tosJftrong as ever. Vice-President 
StrassbtfrgOd Bros. Seskin and Shucter con-
tinue to doVgood work and altogether the 
future of Local 71 seems very promising. 
\\ hue going to press we learn that the down-
lown employers belonging to the Women's 
Tailors' Association have promised to renew 
the agreement, working 8 hours a day. 
TORONTO, CANADA 
From a financial report of the receipts and 
ilisbursements in connection with the Toronto 
cloakmakert' strike at the T. Eaton Co., pub-
lished this month, it may be seen what a 
mighty force Trade Unionism is becoming in 
uur trade compared with a decade ago. 
Altogether the receipts amounted to $18,-
oorj.97- By far the biggest item, more than 
one-half, was contributed by the Toronto 
cloak and skirt makers in work at the time, 
from their earnings. Those true brothers 
paid a tax of 10% on their wages in support 
• •i the strikers and their families, and the 
sum ihus collected amounted to $9,985.54- The 
International Union contributed in duiwtious 
$4,008 and our affiliated locals $2,037 The 
balance came- from the Trades and 1-ahor 
Council of Toronto and its affiliated unions, 
from various Socialist societies and branches 
of the Workmen's Circle Out of the sum 
more than $16,000 was distributed in strike 
benefit 
It should be mentioned in connection with 
this strike that there were not wanting 
enthusiastic volunteers who worked with un-
tiring zeal for a successful outcome of the 
strike The following resolution was passed 
by the Toronto locals: 
W hcreas Bro. J Welkofsky has always 
worked actively for the interest* of the 
Toronto cloakmakers right from hts en-
trance as a member of Local 14, and 
Whereas his services as Secretary-Treas-
urer of the Joint Board and taking charge 
of the finances of the T. Eaton strike tjave 
been rendered without the expectation of 
reward, therefore be it 
Resolved by the members of the Cloak 
and Skirt Makers' Union, Local 14, in 
regular meeting assembled June 26, 1912, 
and by the members of the Cloak Pressers' 
Union, Local 92, in regular meeting as-
sembled July 2, 1912, to recognize the 
praiseworthy and indefatigable sertices of 
Bro. Welkofsky and present him with the 
sum of $50 as a mark of appreciation, and 
be it further 
Resolved to thank heartily the Bros. M. 
Lapidus, HI Salutin, M Schnr. S. Gold, 
M. Goodman, S. Frcedman and others who 
have spared no time and effort in this 
strike of 15 weeks' duration. 
Joint Board of Sanitary Control 
Impressions of Its Work by Rose Schneiderman* 
(From a Recent Bulletin) 
It was with a feeling of great interest that 
1
 look up the work of inspection for the 
Lloak and Skirt Makers' Joint Board of Sani-
lary Control. 
While organized labor everywhere stands 
During the last semi-annual inspection Miss 
Schneiderman was engaged temporarily for a 
Period of one month as inspector and shop 
lecturer. 
for clean workshops, the Joint Board of Sani-
tary Control represents not only the opinions 
of the workers, but also those of their em-
ployers on the question of sanitary shops. 
I was curious to find out how this novel 
arrangement worked. I found that in the As-
sociation factories employers did try more 
or less to live up to their agreements. The 
work-rooms were modern with plenty of light, 
and fresh air obtainable at the wish of the 
Hi T H E L A D I E S ' G A R M E N T W O I K K * 
workers, though this is hardly taken advantage 
of; fire-proof stairways, good fire-escapes, etc 
Of course, there were cases where fire pails 
were used by the pressers instead of being 
filled with water and ready for use; doors 
opening in instead of out; toilets which would 
have been better off for a good scrubbing, etc. 
But on the whole, these are small things and 
can be improved very easily. 
It was rcinspecting the East Side shops 
which gave me an idea of the tremendous 
job the Board had before them. Most of 
these shops are run by contractors, and the. 
garments made in these places are for some 
of the very be^t houses in the city. The 
buildings, in which these factories are located 
are unsafe, filthy, converted tenements; tene-
ments with rickety stairs, dark hallways, dirty 
broken-down water-closets. The water-closets 
in most cases are in the hall and without water 
the greater part of the winter, the employees 
state. The same toilets are used by both 
men and women. It is amazing to find that 
the Board of Health as well as the Labor 
Department permit such buildings to tie used 
for workshops. 
In the majority of work-rooms, the ceilings 
arc uncovered,- walls, floors and windows 
hlthy. air very bad, and cot* lui, 
bedding in the foreground. To b* 
are a few exceptions, but the> ar- - . . 
It was shocking to know that * • « • - . , 
Joint Board of Sanitary Cor.tro . 
the Union, can and is gradually d : . . 
with the worst of these and improving -
other industries such as muslin and 
children's dresses, men's febtthmg. <r*. 
allowed to go on undisturbed 
Now, just a word concerning the * -ker* 
In the struggle for existence. &< * r* -
and especially our Jewish worker-, ha v 
to look upon the workshops as a placr 
must of necessity be dirty, wrthou: »:- .-
unsafe. Also some manufacturers th:n» 
dirt is essential to good business 7 
difference is well marked among a* -• 
In my shop talks I often hear. V -
sanitation; what we want is Srea<i 
takes a good many arguments * 
them that the body is nourished by 
cleanliness and sun-light, as well a> • • . 
The Joint Boar,d of Sanitary Cootro?. •"* 
fore, must carry on an educational 
among the workers and get their : -
in enforcing as well as upholding '.he .. 
ards of Factory Sanitation. 
Music for the Masses 
Tolstoi's story of the peasants who agreed 
to do the work of one of their number while 
he played for them on an improvised reed-
flute contains, in a sense, the explanation of 
the present divorce of Art and Labor. 
By Ger t rude Barnum 
laborer is fairly subdued hy tabor six !a 
the week. Long hours, and the strain 
leave food, rest and sleep the onh h ~ 
be desired in the scant week day 
Moreover by Saturday night the n 
The story goes that the musical peasant, operator, mill hand, or farm laborer is 
relieved from drudgery by his music loving intellectually stimulated a9 to crave cl&>-
fellow-laborers, soon found that he could music—even with explanations. "Ra»i 'i 
perform feats upon has reed not appreciated dances, and "coon-songs" are-popular. ' .. -
by the workers. So leaving them to do his no subtle "mot i f to be ferreted our. 
share of drudgery as well as their own, un- airs will not prove immortal, but they ar--
cheered by music, he sought a more "intelli- to be rendered with freedom and n»m 
gent" audience among people who also left their simple, pronounced rythm ami 
their share of drudgery to others and came are attractive. The sentimental ballad. 
to criticise his art. Laborers loiled ever 
harder and harder, and music and musical 
criticism grew ever more complex. 
Today, many attempts are made to elevate 
the musical tastes of "the masses." But it is 
hard for the so-called "leisure class to realize 
the situation and the needs of the workers. 
The truth is, the subject of recreation does 
not greatly concern the masses except on 
\ . i 
is in demand. It is not alone working i«" 
who come under the spell of such sonf 
that of "Ben Bolt" and his own tender 
who trembled with fear at his frown, 
his too submissive friend, and his old «<• 
master so kind and so true, and the >» 
granite so gray and the memories so sa-« 
And there is no occasion for concern 
the evident love of the many for the "pop* 
Saturday nights and Sundays. The average songs of the day," except where the simp*c 
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fastes arc vitiated by untrue, sensual, deeen-
««« art But under the influence of these 
pctous f.,rms of "music," the whole expres-
sion of life grows spectacular, taking on the 
taaeous hues of the art which colors it. Here 
ws the great danger of the divorce of pure. 
"Wical art from labor. There is a double 
w*er here, in fact. It is not only dangerous 
"* Uboj, but also for Art itself. When 
^wtcians are freed from drudgery to pursue 
an, they are apt to go so far from the great 
««nmoa people that they lose the deep, true, 
«*«nental thoughts and emotions. 
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Let musicians remember, then, that one of 
the j-reat obligations of art i* to cheer 1-abor 
Let them offer freely, the hiji, simple themes— 
stirring themes, with marked melody and 
rhythm, anil the merry things in music. Also 
let the'" remember the fountain spring of 
true art is c\er found among the people, that 
in spite of conditions which threaten and 
cramp and cripple and deaden them, here and 
there among the masses will be found a ten 
der folk song, a lilting spontaneous dance 
tune, or a great hymn, which will be eagerly 
caught up by future Beethovens and Wagners. 
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wrnvtwo? W-KW 
i (.11 .a .5 I'IUD Mmrar/ VVPBD) 
•iyce»gii h * 
/rrnfi njny^e « >pnjrt Bin rot W 
; w"n pB nyoy:i H DyernyB jyxHJO ijn 
. . Mpfy 8 pn DD^D ,tsy^o8n t* TT i"T cc:yc 
4) »fi$i 8 ijnpii oyn ormpya j*np -j»n 
,» Y ,DB8ts>y: pn opnMiy: jyny^ CH ioo$n p* 
i$ ,»5B8nyB DO nyv, pn BTjniwtnyft no nyri »D 
tyay^ > JJMH»DIT pB c n n s n |yp»np cy |jm 
.jysyjyj eoyn n Dtfn ,fjtfnys n (prop p* 
-
, M ^ pK |pcmi JIB >yp»B cyi IBKPVI cip 
; fyo^BBcix Mpp*$n H wao^n cnp' 
tecna nwnn tro D^PB^BB H "p oyn !8i 
.jyo^«p ojn IDP p« lys^ioiyB 
• W i t p o jyay^ j pfi WtfTT n PK D»T C« 
; nyoyj pB fowpv njn PH D^T CB 
.-lyoyBtr -]H w u a * p« jyBiBii pn 
! 3JTT y Jjr^ TW p« -pt ijyn *T nD«l «l 
; jp**B p r o n n |p*p*» «i 
t aynp 8 jjnrpB pK airpnp 8 JPVPB p« 
— iy%i8noty p r w 5 *i nsy* 
tyn u?,|jnaD^ is rasin 8 n»*n wjn 
; fy j^ya is etyn H jy:wi p« 
DD^3 ija^wyii Dpi |pyimp |P*ii cnjn 
•ly^nBya O.TK rjwii pe ?y^u P« 
: DyBtne IPTP1 pe *wpv ly"1 w **P °B 
; jyt^p pK jppim no DBrar* 8 
: wn* po ,n«y* JIB WITH *i PH D«T BB 
.|jw« jn*mw p» warn 8 • 
29 nppwi Mjarnja D*T>^ njn 
-nyo M n * ,iya»in enyi i rv» e$n err 
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! " W i f n .i«J cpn»'Vw p i . i p nyneiyu 
73"? IpHffi B»3 17?H?
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I D 1H3 inns DajroiBJ o y m ^ ps ijm»ani 
W iya«ii«D p m fttm , m » t n f v n . n m n 
£ «
 ( w i r r p i t a BIHPH1? B c^o^ C f fn 
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 D B 1 D j n e , 0 
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27 - tpjnrn wytnw crr*> njn 
-tuyorn n D>D >»H ,vno pn u w w 
J M T* iw earam DPI*?? 
PK owya njn nm m T T U H I PK 
~ya iw" i oy "urn |w ,pmpw ©upawtn 
i w v r ~ w t f n PK w w r . n pm 
9 .? ow oyn ,D3«pya v * PK oy m 
-na H p* unw P * W i .o«pp"u» 1 pK 
-I^ PBV? iw.yj PK I * D W D i yonMMrojjm 
D*.I Dipt ,y >KPK? pc DK;y?yn a ,B>DIII 
Diyppny Dip iya?jm pK ,oaippyi3* u i * 
lyi^yTuijp n m m ,iKrjyiuip nn IKC 
D*J TTOW 17 >KPK? Djrn Jjranay I M DJTIT 
-jrrDyD'iifrD njn pc -lyownyc njn j « t 
tpo PK TW»rn JKDP'fe umju PK D l * * 
-*vya »*>•«"•» p*p D*3 p* >KPV> i v u i * 
y-iymK pnuu iy3"t pcwo yryn .pruv* 
Dip »p<&v?y i r n D / v w PK .omp-irn 
-^K^D-.KB^K i* «l po prtnmvty c-ijr.y; 
43 W K D^D iipwyv.w n ! 5>"no"ivK jyr 
•wn» pmjtt PK w*r M t ip f f pn navr**** 
-wy^yn » < W K n PK ,TJTK |yaya avvi 
rpiK |yoi?W"Ky3 uv:r,B jyc Dip jyo 
.DMDeoyoKnv tyoeny p*a n>*3 o*n n*"T 
np pc OttjrJn p** .|yoTpynip PK D*TT 
Dip ,17 >KP*5 D'D DTKTiya Dip 41 >KP 
oyn ny TK ,iyovrt DTK>ya I5K3 DiTK gn? 
ou i*no p*i IKD P"TDD frnwrn p»p 
JKPK* D'D mw PK war? cap .JMPV 
20 >*Pip ? mo njn WW i • K D*n PK .50 
IK impppa " I t rap ,«1 D*D DTKTW Dip 
.26 >KPI# DTD iys^yt or* Jtomenw* 
-*K w w iy3»t «t TK ,jyai»t mm w n 
-yor ny^t ps D 'woan n p* Dp«ir99 
;yo«w5in*n .DV TK ,T<K V« W JW* 
ji^ajnu^p i m -WD |yavn 20 ^UPIJ^ pp 
DMHH0 wnya*n i nw *n .ony^ny »in 
D>D T^ K ya5yt om .jycBoypya ram jynya 
,yD'Difp « PK 25 w v 9 pp typpwem 
lyainnyDaiK DyovviK isniya PK ny imi 
}jn\ya iifrT'Djn pn T*K ,D"n3yay?ya3K n 
oo^Dicy: ny Dipt n v j p u ^ p^ a ,?JIK -IKC 
...,T3iK »r:yi 
t^ K M m
 fy»nc WJW n PK or* 
*vbm nn^K am iy» m n« gpwww»w 
PK ,p'or5j "»^n» ,nyt v n *n pK .oyo 
DK" !W) tK ,iyoipyao^K « U " D ny»K w 
. .oyD3^rya ou yairiD H 
dtfi , -.i i .> .^- PK iyo»n nyt ^m *n 
yD^Di^ p K Do^orya TIKK^ .tpy . r n n p i r 
ptt PK j^wrBM^now n tnavrntav 
,p*5 pB y^fD^o .na v o w PK yD*oip ixn 
po |KDPy5p PK 86 5KP*5 po iKoayn ,9 
nm w iya*n w>w ,iyv3yo — 23 ^KW^ 
.5BP*5» nytaw H^nnm tt Dyoa^Diyc m 
n * "8PHI D'o 3* D^Bft ,nrvTi yp%D 
IK ,DJIJI i rxvvir-. n -cii ^ . , 
iy?"no jfjrur'v'^i: , , i . L „ „ . , . . ' " „ ' ^ 
oy "I ,.« .i .« o - ^ w ' ^ * ^ . . ^ ,-"^ „" 
pH ,ur«rn oiy-;yv5 ? ;^
 i ( »,1? 7 #s 
TO H "J/KP^? W i ri JJ,^,
 0m . . 
•fiva o-wpi»y^in I'TDprs ..^
 4 , .. 
lynyiiy |u w*m o n D ;^ C^
 l#v ^ 
•nf» yoxy? n n«a onur, .-«-*..£ 1^ -
-i7*jyn nri pe ?"no p'K -^
 1>.f- \ 3 f 
,^6 ?KP#P iv c-uror* y> ^->-w:rc 
,10 ?KPI^ ? is onyOKP yrB c r . ^ ^ i 
W DTHP'pCymrtWp n i>: ^»-;;-« 
r'pOnDMVlW. 5#i ^K .;»;?. - j -
T»n 0Typ"DP».i;yof2 p* c-y;; .= - —• 
M n p iny"T « |nw c * „ r : ;J : 
TWTI " in PU >**no "jn^J -jr. ;;;;:* 
Dnnycojmo ty>*i myr ' rc '• ;» ,«**,-" 
IK PK Dip TK ,iynyty3 -\*v
 vz^. }.rr-
~*yt mm Dip i i ?*w :-v zzm 
•jnay lywi PK jra?y: n 23 :«:«- ,r-jr 
prvpiva D:ypiy;u T'R ^yo-*rc r r : r 
-3»H*P lipoma H TK , i .r?y . r r T - : 
m |Onr iyo?"Winx « D:«C>; C<- ;*r 
..wp -1 . n j j j . i jni jmanw ~r-
p i H N |yo4 Djn iy-^"£rr;r-n -•• 
.Tpy . r n njn pe aa'o*© K '•: - ; r r - " 
iv onnjyoKPJn D n^ nyajFTir r - : 
inyD t»K' iy° JK ,iKr;yruijp -»ip;r*3 * r 
,onyi VPK ni
 #K^K -lyayre c*; 17 * ; y 
D^: 3MK ,tyo^rya tt iya^:r; * :ir* 
ny m jya«^anyc ^Kt 17 ?KP«~ *S ^ r 
iyD;m ,iyaK RprarniKP n ?cvy* m 
yoma 4 n po jy^rr 43 pfi cr"-"» : r 
>^PK> TK , i r « n DaKoya cip s«n : '¥^-
nn no nnm PK ,"T O*B DTTOSP IT 
i^Ktn ny:^ DD»a nn p» J^no - jami 
iy;*DDip H 3H3y?y5nya*K p-K ^-: i r x 
•JKP O^D pno IV D*n Dip DK11 P W ' X ^ T 
KD:ITIIM3 PK y p » popi »T PK .rcrnp 
.ooiKP HM0 jyn^i DIPT ^ K TK jyo^ac 
,oj>nD Dm DKH J7 ?KP»5 lyt*""!: ;nr 
"IT D'D iy3»53TyB >ip >BPV^  ":"•'"* « 
jyri": DIPT
 #D3>iKD"")y»K i y ^ ' ~ - ' ^ r r r 
1"K 3IP TK '11 >"Tt .DPK"?-^"'* 
y3M?K T31K "3 ItfM PK &n&& m~-1 
•*1 DMK31T1 1JBPU ?KT jyo K^" ~*5^* 
"Ktjn n a^K PK .DOTIP y33K? i m ="*r 
o p * im ,?jnjnT «nn«By»nn f»: ar»° 
•3in 22 po — 5KP*5 ojn iy3r:-v * cr1 
•TO* 1*3 PK — 300 *m DTy:^ >" - " ^ 
P'P D'3 ty3ip DIPT ,iyD"3TK »".•* | W 
nypHjn wytrww DH** njn 
17 topi6 W3jm cara K 
*.ti .j .5„ tie nifDP«nxn urarum 
BWJP pc Mimn cm maytift 
-VI nc ««npo» n PTWTBM p* ' n )w 
T8 ,17 .5 pc wnjfc Djn -iyc3iK ppimnn 
DinttWN wn PK "nypiifii o;ponww njr 
PD !P33W"D n TK pK OinV'^ D'D H JIB 
fa*B ,|rom cnynw n^jni nrupJxpo H 
pa T* P* err o*o r5*otr -iny? T? ^ K 
inw «n P« imycwy i* .jnynaix injrt 
[ID 33iP"iyoy3 ya^yt H pu MI »iti iu ,>y*c 
DJ"0 wp TK ,m*ryj Diini Rpmran -IJH 
-;naW3«« iy380 w vcm* y<ns cr; w 
H jyayj ve TK 5iro ,pruiDi*iny3 ycm 
-ye>w«B im jyajm m>a u^nc? PK m 
.y;»cnD iin he D»T 
-yoyitf njn -iy3>K p'fcnys** ny^ K pic 
iniflp .iKtfWftav P * w5jni ,twram»p 
•p^Piirn w m ,VP* D3$r ,*O3$*I$O PK 
>$pL^*ti aw«o ! D3H3W3 nit y:mc wr 
* «W Dvwn H DTWWDMK mm lyewn 
-uiite oyos^roa WK-IB n P« .owysm 
lyinB opjjn ,nyoenyc v * m pit .m 
PK PDDB"DPT1B *1 PK 0*1 TK , p W S 
-na ,55ytt .yaKifi ixn pc r w ypw»!hng 
•wit .DU *p»it n 3$n v * ' P W ^ i n 
18 D>8 PK ,|im» DU I W W W P p*a orv 
-38 »i3**o iy"K typ w»"o:»*»nT^«ni> 
-vnyi OMPUOTW PK oy TK ,pM D*J mm 
.D5»P»S *t PB tyooya pic 5n*n oi» on 
iM8t> nyon ? nyoya j » unrr apt omn 
"i»pi»5p pK 17 58P$5 iy03iK pM jy5yn 
.jnw tny? »«*5p oy .15»pi^ 5 mow tio 
TO VT 5*u vn
 #p»or5jr -anna ....fnya^ 
•3* t"P ¥Oo jyrn oy m ,fy3*o DKrpny?: 
»W«now3i(t D*O nyaysr-iycn yo^VTW 
3vt jyo tic ,5MI TK .onwnMiriwn 
-is Dim ,n»o*npi# i m p TI? jnyomyB 
•:if m ,tyiy3nya u*a PK .Diyen «a D"3 
•D3ye3^ ic pK tnwn «WD i#n n AHJW^D 
Wi n i w n l B»W tD^3 y^ 5«T ,DOW 
tya^n Dm 5»t oy ijm .DO^KP WW5 D*O 
•31*3 #*6H ,D*3 *^K D"11 ,iy2Dyo » 18B 
•'o nyn imwwa w»w«¥ PH oy MY DXH 
n»5 wmhm $W JOW tMfi » on"> oipi 
rvaw Dim e»x n m ,an5a T* J17 5»P 
n mn m ,yame H .^ yBDjy t» o n ipw 
ttsimy* D 3^ iw*t o^n ,t»opwTOWpm PK 
'm» D>O ,yaic5 W D M P "ir^  w» lyajsn: 
.tWD*a PK wtwimw i'»*w P1*"* f^1*' 
ryt»9vmis tn«Mrv9«nn y^« rycMit PK 
•V3 ,40 u m i oyn. i » 3 w J»wn tJrurwa 
•5wi .35 ^pw? PB ?yoK3y5xn n "3 D3^ c 
">rt3« is iya vw iwwya T» o*" yr 
*wyo-W3P3 K iriH3yDi»pjn »M ^T .3 .y 
PK ?KPI^) Dy;y:"K iy"i nc >»m ,-jnm 
KT8 pnynp it iyiw D**V "jn "3 »n 
.fyr;yo 
£ fyptf 1 ycr/13 r» 5WB*P 
pmnv .py^p .o^ K3;yen-p i r n a n 
-jnp Co jyc^ppn^c iy;*M ov3;y;yo p« 
nyE t*K ^ ?KPI^ 1 ro;jn3 pc D^yr;jn 
njn ci^i ,ro;xna iy*i pe ijro«j PK D:;I0 
-ya « lyayjcnK «i K^T CCK Hnjwm 
PK nra»o^ytoyo *WB rytr^ro nnnr.r 
•38 ^wpu^  jj^jT' ye^cup 
pc i«o"iyro .?yrD»o D:jn*T$nB o«m 
-ya ^8 ^KPI^ iy:yv. yo*ci>p ,.a .y .rn n 
-y: oruiTB 3*;y^  PK >»nrsjn TK ,eyo3n 
5«m ^Kcijn ^^ rytDB -^n j j r ^ i o DSKO 
prp >8PI^ njn pK p$tf>D nny; T-K i^nc pit 
ytrc*P n .D"3-(K >3PB I»*D c ; r^OT 
-DMK DKH g8 tepitf Din .-.yo'm oyos^ya 
•»<5 n iy3»K tipppnomrn IH*K iy3y;y; 
i n oxni D W ,|^pra ps tnfr*o c r -
PB ipyi^ Dp;yoK PK tr^p;itn» ~wm 
.72 >»wj> 
*ir»B oyoanys iKsrr o;r»%?nB B"ii 
•BMK n DIP CHV. .PD'CKP trr K^C wru 
-3yiu*p PB yo^wa n inn'c>xc*'n yiK3 
.17 *««* Ty;r' fKtr 
oytD3'-y3 tlUPK^WS DJXr'TpB o»m 
•YVOMK DKH Dri yc~:ap ijr "*c cxn^TB jyayii tKt?3jm:ip pc yo t^pya n tjnn»c 
ojn iww PK 23 SKPI^ pc -tye-!Kro 
PK njnnjnalK %"t pc P'^oo 5iry:ycn 
~tf *T PB iy3;,D,t: .o^yp^u^ oi\: o^mi jjrKry: oauya nrj^t D^KP 
•ya tf"t -K .STTT iyeri?yc ^ p : ? m 
-ya DW aj'D'o nmycJKP K DcjsyDan 
ryo30 m Noarran PK rsnmi iyo^ «m 
-yr:^ ic pc nywntr»WD iyr*v.t .nyanytMyc 
-^ 83 nyo"3v n PB ,W;P 5K:»tr*nwM%it 
n FIB pK KpnyeK raj onyjnmi o;r= 
tx oo'crya owi a»5r^B 8 OM5 
iy ,I#DD83 PB »peJ*3H J1 -T3 1* DO"T* 
-y:yn-Dy3P3 PE DTK cjn ryorty::* 5Kr 
.pn^1 P3 20 5»Pf5 PB W P 
PB ytrcip "in pc :;8^yc DJH tyar" 
i rvwtia 8 nrowa ^ 9 ^8P»^ 1 firo:^a 
- w i >JPB 338^ vc nn c w >yyiwe 
D^3 tyo^pya otxni 33,D,O njn nyaK rO '^ts 
w»*orn P*P * V3K1C v i mm raw 
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|tM aa'Dn) mv n»wa i»3 T* J*1"* ^ D 
nwracnu P * Tttifib jnrana *i *« y^^ iEya 
i n &un w o w i p y n oipi cm ayjiv ivo 
-ya B D5» w n .na lyaypiywa* 038TDay 
.13 .nrfcD'D Tttip iroipyrpy wransv 
JIB ny^acD TO'W 8 ivwa t»u wan 
HB »5y»wBD H jmi JIK ,mvmpyrpy nvi 
.inuwa Bnwvitt PK ny y»mi "IKB * « 3 
if taipyipy n -Dm* tD«n ,tMnayya *|»i Dtpi 
.D'O I"T D38?B3y 
asutra jyjyayi ojn «a nxny^at^o *i 
-yrpy n nu aatfiawi n typuyapmv tyaun 
yviw H tt*n BBDJWI 8 D5B PK jm*M> 
DVUH T D ot^ n 1*13*381 nyeyipyo 
yttfB n nw-inr c w tyaso w |yi8?M3^K 
-UP yv*ivt*wm y"3 n pit ywoipyrpy 
"a .|yE3iiy«yo«nv D8n ">v jyovii , w 
•3^ya ins PK 33'D,D tya^BEBB^oya oyi 
aawsn nwfown « lyaaynawn* tva 
.lyiy^t^o V"2 »i iw yttfB n pp't i t 
-H pfi 5»T PK HTWi t« ,iyrtOBiy3 taJipi 
H iv isnay&B iv jyiywaowya arena ?yr 
3BPU5 ivtyn pa aarwniMWva 
-ya T « au.i INN*! .13 &*D jyoanv 
5«p*5 pe moipytpy nm no aanana 8 »an 
yoMiya aa385iyD tai« pc jya^n »M IKII ,20 
-ypn iy«t IBB ty3ait3»iy3i8D IWW mvy 
,DiyBt>3yya »t tya^n I*D .P^IBD 5Kiya 
ya*OD H Pa jynbBi ta*a «t fyayp ina ;B 
po nnw Binrnwi ayii P^IBD v t PB 
.a .y am n 
.P8* pD 33*D>D B baitya Tin aun I1** 
Wpajmaifp mv jyo^ay^yn yiy»? fvi^  ,25 
•roa BnyiB oy .osnya « |y3y:y33u |M*n 
Djyovy^ DOIP 5BPU5 jytyn PM TM ,IV;^T IV 
C3"3 T^K Dlfll
 ryt3'DUP **! 4KU0 ™VO P 1 ^ 
nrayii imyiiya tDo^o^ys wranuw ivovy^ 
•ya pw
 f3au»o t"o W .D n^ ,25 5»PU^ 
pe mv&K) n ivmin lyaaBDau BD-IBT 
#ena njrma &o 
.tymayj 
.20 <nspfa ]1B ytD^yp 8 
njnna n pe naynyo^ys ytreip 8 
n»B iya"t p^oay^ uoD pn I85B8P p^raw 
,20 ^8P»? PD D5>y^ aynynp D^D tyoipya 
PB T'K Blfll yO^ OUP *1 D8T ^aKWtflM 
lyB y^n « «t tmwiiya eo^o^ys lUBfamwuP 
•yiyrn 8 IMB P P N R N I nyi to*© inyaau 
-au PM u»ipajro8m vt 5ut ,P"IOD ^8i 
.t^ tn n 18 ,nyt>*m Daa^^yc yD^ DUP H 
-nrwo*Mi PK aa^ D^D prwnne 8 n : 
tDD^ tD^ ys nnuiiya ^ysro'D PM juert c;y-
wa ITiniffi iv anysayTui Daynnme "E 
,PH ya«5 ya^irp n D»H lynyr w
 #IUDC«: 
njn pB aa^ D'D jyoDPya DIV (yoanya iv -« 
pn« naayna yo^o*p n .-n»ip .tpy . - -
: D9«w Itnayaiyc cv-|jn lUBDua p« lyoipyaau |ya»t "••:., [yBinOW 1^83 ^ t jya^n pM ]\vn |y-;;; 
,D5*pitf y3^ t3i«T H pB yD08y3 yrv<* c-|yD"n5»yv3"8 yomw |ya383iyT »i ;-c ;-« 
-JH38 n iwjm PK i»no PIU^P i n w;v 
jnaonim nytaiK pa Dy^D:y-i: ir 
npi 3Uta iva^yt pa Diay38 inm 8 DIM 
PK
 #3 )^oKnyB:yD8o 8 DVDim« "••',: ;;: 
-*D 8 t38ny3 TD ?y3^ n atiettnyfi iy-t ^ ; 
-D 3^ H [ID Dini<u3 Wtainrtpy n D": ::•-
r n o lyn pB ya«^ n i«n
 #o>8P8^  ^y:^-
.Dixny3Dn8 ma pmpw "'^  
"yC -P I^P H pK T8 DM18 1 ^ DT^V. CV 
-rw^mn sv^w a»5*a canny: D^ yi- -;-s 
•y33"K lyaijn Dyojp n DUV. jyoyocc v; 
yayny^iyB ay»5w jya^r -.yo^ans n 
H » ) " ! 1^35^6 pM WMDDay {V3icr^ 
•H*'W "T cn»ii pfjnno PK ,y3i^ p n cyr«: 
lypnmytaaiK DyD83 n iy« r« ,D":K T*K 
'Co njn O'D D^T »M ixrino
 fnyc:n«< -
mVi K'^ miPD iy3"T Dl^ lt ,iyD"31K PC VE "^ 
•na yiy"? tyoMpnye iiya jyino IIK .ivr:" 
.B"a*lB *MVV 3#D 8 IJDIjn IV '28 ,T" 
y ^ B jya^r tn»J"D oyn"5 n pe 
lys^n ysastt PK ^M IKB nmv3 PK r~* 
D3y5(P D n^ Dun PK Dnipt? n fyt^ -VE 
.^ Kptf^  jya'Diin oyn »IMK op-^ vy; 
ny38 iy3*u 1800*3 pK D^KPU? y5» 
-U^VB &*a f^K 18? p»p t8 ,aau"» on c*t 
18^80^38 y3^D3>tD 8 ^ H *..fyV383 "K fr 
-8C"3iy03*K 18 PD Pt^m^ "!JH B"2 !"K 
lymya oy»u 5yB ryp nyt"383i8 ^8-
•a*K H TK ,tynayo8Pin yo'08P *i -iv"r* 
.M>5*n in'K jysya Jut ivav 9aa«r«*ryc 
.laanya nyoiK T^ K jymip pn o*r> 
,j8»an -o PK Jyrons K 
-au osnya i n tnn^ ^as t^nuB 8 o*i5 
.CI»P«^B eay-pTjnB-D^n n© D3%^ ;= 
-ya I^K aun tvaipi nufi J'ovyJ n IKD 
58P*5 iv D^ PDKrpnyoBMK y^yvyfio [yay: 
% i , m r i*l ,oiyp"D e i w r ^° 
ijnna ^^o oun n p i m woll ojn 
lyoyaya ,58P8^ pfc lyonpyo ixn ,»r"=»" 
-irt>ipy?py "tyn PD a^D'D 8 iv tyw '* 
nyp*Wi wyranw D"H^ njn 22 
ns83 FDTOy ?mwwn Tjn ns terv 
oiy» o'D» w a n n nyn D IP .uroB'irwa 
p« pi?a r»8$a o ^ ^ n nyn PB mrraya 
D*C« ijrt DTjm ^ P W D V I i'K -iyc5j; 
n ni MTK pM #11 W * P PB e>yo?srnyE 
nan. jymyn >«t oy TK ,ut?rr, yo'eifP 
D*Eif "iv»u 8 tK ,DTnj»D*PVi Dnyr. ,y;t$s 
j'K u n y i nyn;8 18 p« »nyii Djyoyyj r$T 
jjrffl'B |P9V nmwaDua n na
 f>m»apa 
•WVOTI n pu Din^DW myi i D^E$ i y i TS 
y;»P iyoip-i*B ou iy?$t cy pit ,-nwja 
.yDunayomyBcx 
, w m tnn3yc$pyn yo'c ip H (6 
tt lyaijn >jfi W i p pe lyoyiD-iyE nyi TS 
•c$p n iw i , D ' B * oy i p« on ynmji tw 
H
"t<„ WPPPD po "BWfcwna n JIB D;"?B 
.onynyiDMK pnyn iyr^t 
-ya 68 >*p# lift nyny^ao'D n (7 
•yiiv |jr>"i i j n y , ^ , D yny^i Dip jjroA'in 
:NE DnnipipnW n PK jjruyii IV i n wnyii 
•rmDJ*p n VIM PK , iyo"ai« iv "yvy^s 
" i p T * uruyn my-ncopyBusD p« D-U$O 
:N .nrun \m*fa " t /iyD»aiK IKE [ya 
1<{- -P^« I 1 ' I « D D'filf 18 jyaip j y ^ i «i 
mj IK I iyn |y«m Dip mnsvp n MI ,cy-v 
>BP8? iv DiHjyoijpjn m r o ,»ar»DyaDriK 
|JTPM» 33U*3«inW n Ml T^ MT8 Dip ,35 
^^pT i i i yD jyiyi i mm D5»«P$5 «nw n 
"IVD:IH IV yo'Dip 8 timm o»'DB>ya ^ t 
•"K IK "IKD t3"p3H3y»DM> nyn oram pon 
on twjni i y ^ r " t p« ,Dnrwipnyn y:y: 
.fyo'DK'ya 
iy*.r,a Dip ,DD>£DC5>ya y t ro ip n (8 
•no -ij/Dynpyo > m y w n JF+I .x j«pn 
ty . j * w fcjiflP"nyi»>K njn pB i m y i 
ix DBVI ny nyvK Dip /OTKTIDDJ'K jynyii 
'•« 'V >*t ,68 ?8p»> pB iyDT«e>D oyn pn 
P« i9m|9 nvi pa IVD3WB H tynynya 
•* *J8 ?8p»5 JIB n i r i m e n lyaynya'K 
i'N W i yovy^ H MI nyoyBr D*J 35 9«pif9 
.1912
 p*vh»n 
•y::« iriipiya PK vfiwn mil \m 
•t:tj-o piLj*\DiD-D33irj."inyB nyn jyo^n 
•PWH8? j iHj »iypM^fi D3jnnxnrp"i i |yii |,,K jl*y|,»D'?B'ya y»«piin3yaMK. y5>8 
P» WOTpw \trvf\m p»«i yayJenifB 
,yny"K i^Jurrna 
•5*^1 iyDi2 ,prt»5?t .D joxn 
.en ,c>n .K . r n
 ftD3jn^xnB 
.crxno .pyo 
pc oanya njn Diyvi ,385Kn«B 8 B*I5 . 
.lyDiwHf VD'D^P nyr 
. iyj2 ,m20 \vi »*>irn 
#-[-»Ktf2 .tpy ?my;yem nyT pc ij*D»D 
I ^ j r ^2 ,D*E^ rKiyjyirn pir |yo?8»iyaav 
.-yiirc 
*;« ."yru J'K nyajyryn twyvuna 
•'0 ,rr.i$PEyr J W J M
 f>Ufpir?Vi : uyryr 
.a ;*r:yryi:3K .pvDH>i ;•.»< K,"-;
 #>yro 
*«JSD ivr~i#E pB ?$pi$Dir.e cyn .ppt;>u n 
•tyouyu* pn iyty?yi".^c DK; 
-ya oo^B'ya iy;°r o^n ^yu'ot^p ' I 
ivavn JJ^D'D |yrT>yn»ic cy i ••; nn»ii 
; fyoa'iya y-:;y;?^E oa«"i;y;;^-« 
.08 pM 35 .p«7 jtc j juo^Knyf i n p;;yr. 
-;^p ya*3"n Dip «eyoanya yo^ctjp n 
•mv lvo^K."y;a^ iyiijnyj iy;^T ;yv;y-yc 
iv [yoipya :'« iys p« D?«P«J? »M« , - I [yc 
; DuiJyoenyB nyi;y;?^E -.jn 
pK (i8 P«p^7 pD W ' t o ' D ^^8 (1 
•8T1V |"? jyMji 35 >bp»> PB "w„ i^trpyo 
>KP*#? |IE " " K W wappyo lyan T ? PK ;yc 
^
vii?3vna ,35 
-ijT «i8 ?«pi$^ pc imy^Dva y?8 (ii 
^BPIJ? v^ lyau-om yiy^r fyayjj^iK ;;o 
,DDttMK jyolo oyi MI lyoyeL" c : ,35 
•J« [V i^pya II;>VT ~\w?:o*o n pK ,1^12 
.D^nifvyi in* iya*a-Drn y-y" 
(5j "l^B otji ,DDHIDJT3;K pn (3 
"»nv iy^yn^ f^tppyo rny* pc ly-iy^.o*© 
-ya v« ,r8Pijr pB "".y^: lvt^pyrpy n ;yo 
-»p H PB p y D n v n » tK j y i v i m DC*D^ 
68 >8P*5» pc njny^D'o pn |y>^t yo^o 
">^K„ i«c*pyD oy-r irejntnye i ^ t »? ; IK 
.35 >8P^ ]IE ""i8«a v/DTpyrpy nyi pu 
?«
 foP8B oyi pE D^-iDy:::* p« (4 
•anvia PK W M B V P y?y*E « i ry:»M oy 
-ya n^sa jyEiKT DIJI: , IKE -yoy i^B PK cyo 
-jjny^TBW H3 ,pnyii D^yoyoy3 pw oaw-io 
pn ovr: oy p« piiny^sD'o H ty^yoB,iv 
iv >M ,IT;^3 PB nyiy^sD^ T i ni»B nync 
my»l iy;2in3iijE PK pn^ v: i»3 jycip 
o n m f i i w a iiwpytpy nin -HE tyjtfp 
yb'Q^p Danru K TK .DTijyts^pjn oiyv. 
-5yn ,E'o:y-ia nm PB Ijnyn o^nyiny ^«i 
•py "iyi ! IB yo*e#p 8 ona fy^KTtv ^ T ya 
arD^c 8 iyD^K.138 35 ^ K P ^ PB lvoipyi 
D3"^ctjp [ytDnyjBMK PK ^ ^ I K ^ P^K 
pc njny^JD'D Dtfii ,?yoBys?y3 n jn :K pit 
jjnyn iv ,|y;:yna"i8C [jrSyii " " K „ tH^pyo 
.triynwmyB "^K3 
iyn Dip .Dnnjyevpyi yt3*o^p n (6 
-^ v pnjw $w H w i r w PK D'E^ tyansv^K 
-ya ivnyn 5*T D^EI* I V ; K |i« D38oy 
68 58P»5 PB njrupfcD'o n >"tt ,03yBy 
21 nppivn wjnyww * i * * i jn 
* »i jam , |yw Dyp^Knt>DBia<K n Dipn 
/tfya "wa T:IK IV IVDIP 
H pc onyp"iDO n iv -tfya jyaya DIH 
"*$& ptfa wi DJ"D p w w n SunoDip^H 
DU taa^o DBT poma »'o myp"noo n iyv 
-BP tyaya *IBDBP pn nyo^a-iK jyc^yn ptfa 
- r « H po Dp»noo H |yc5»yn .^Btre 
nyaSynyn p« BJ"D Dnypi»u ?Knwip 
,lB'¥BPaBaiB IB ipmw' iM \mtyn,p"x 
l ym^Bi^cy i iv 5y*v nrPK IBD ta^n otfii 
PK jyan^a i y " t jyairoenvaB PK II/DBO H 
jyaBn D»a nyn .aaiayuya w o v T n o nyn 
PK 9 V M F W V * l v m 5ya«5 w a r oyn 
-aynpytBP n«a B PK DBI ,|ynynyn p*p D*J 
,D"? i y n po aatfuBn yo 
nyo^K jyasn Diypnitfi ^KnaDiprK n 
jyayayao^-iB ^ y a ^ - w a p TB # m n w a 
Dyossya tra U/D-IBI ,D3*or VWJ IM PD 
inyo Difn TK ,ftra'i$j .11 .n .K n .ly-.yn 
jjn^DHjnpDi lyujnoyc ynytaw t#yit »t 
-aiK .«? "iBC pn Dtp &yn -lycyn BODJTI 
w raw IBC »a"5a Difii jnayoenv n -iyta 
? pno 
H jyv^K' iv aun tD"V pn tayn oy 
lyiyn jy^yu »? nm Dwnjpi ftcwDVU'ii 
,W*BP»riB IB ,jipVBP»mrMan$*3 B 
,"iyoiyn m # p yayoB^ya ?>ri cyn D*I I 
PD yy-PK H p r i m a ,T9U*D PK 3 * 9 M * W 
-•una nyi pn DIOPJIPJV JU'DWru'* 
w aiaya D^V pn »yn oy .aauyuya-iB^av 
iy5»yii »M iyii
 PDnx)'9iinDOip)'ii n tyv'tat? 
-nyo iy iya">y5 " t PK n w a n i H IV tyoip 
yiytuvny: po ta^panayntaMa n lynyotr 
ziytpnw "iyn c o ww p'K PD lyaairrvya 
po tnnwyD ou TO PK oy ijrn "iyaK 
Dth W l ^K D3»n TM ,1IP D»M1 [ytBID 
nyn n«a I I J T PK DJ^H .MP* ^y"r ta*j-
IPiwiyuiM PK aynp iy::yi2 , ivmB 5yv 
«t I'D |Mp BVW1 .nyt3"3iK H DNPtn 
-y> H iyof»yn T O |y5*t Dnim ? lyv'DK' 
- I B " I |jm D"v iyT PK I^DK ya^yn
 #y3'3 
•ya ^yv'OB' IBD Diroipyrpy m m lyi^oyn 
jyau pK niK PD lytD^BC PK TJIK > I iyan"5> 
"
,,J«3^^ nxn PK lya^^a "lyraiK [ywanyc « 
?iyaaB^yn v o «ni I^IJ^VBT 
njnna nsnpaBT pa #"iW"H D^B , T K 
j j ^ y e v PM IBD anyaaytm 
* 
,aaitD3B D<D 
-Mpy DU lyayp tyarvBi^B;-^ : - ; - - « • 
-aK n *iyii$ ya"n iy-;^ PM cy •;—=: 
-"Kiyo jya^r -iywi\ iy;^^vpK"c v - ' 
« ODip oy |im Day«pyoa*p [ya^r \-» »;• 
" T H D H [yDBoypyn iv iy-:^ ;;-'-«;;•« 
.ly^D'D y>B BUS D^T jyiriD "1 .:;«•••• 
B y n iv DIK 2ypo B PM KPI-I D - • - 'r 
-*r\tf IB pc jyaBta* AVWI '&•;•—--c 
-ijBB'ai* ,iyi^P'Dnp T^a"D IR'K JB-W-; 
xnfPK po PK lyar.KinDD .^K y-.n^ ic ;-r
 : y : 
TjrwPD jniTu |r»*onanpDn ;*K ;;•-:•: 
-ypo y^BDa^K m p^Btoc MIB DP;*B C:—" 
n PD -lya^ ynaK H DB^I PK c^t ;•*< , - - ; : 
"B^ l> l* t i *m I^ K D-iyp-.Bv, $r-ccB~:*K 
• w o n lyaya ijnayiwivaB ETI^B-E ;•; 
•lytaa'K nytaiK jyn
 #o"V i j n px -,*;«• 
ljnyD'3 B ijnn^D iv DBnya c*n ?B;BS"*; 
-ipya PK ,oyDB2 njnaB^pJp n o^ e ^-Br 
* ' S l W iv DTDBIB D«n p.K iBeey ;;-t 
"arr^onp* M«? i nn iyp"-,oc - ;r--
«I5»B "i^ D jy^B? n;na jysSyn DMB .r-vr 
PK iy:aya vom^vo:^p rwr* :wc r 
nB o^ a tya"? onypnipi HrnDoyi:%M •" 
,yyi^K y«a B lyanyie iv na DIM*;B: 
iyo"3iB ya'03"n H lyaBo iv lyr-nasr 
-DBia'K H PD D -^KPB^ n .{yaBvVBT i^crB 
KiaBaBBB^B p'p D'a jya^t onyp-B" »*-» 
IW"t DBT fDaiSp niK'Dpy^ nyiB ;V;-K-VC 
PK ^BD'D nay W i lyajna-jB^ar V:»C;-K 
PB Tip T ^ H PK jyBB pip 1"K iyj«- -
-IB^ar po jya^v B jya^i G ^ y a y ^ -
n IBD jya^T D5y3">-war n ,t3":"« 
Syta'D B D3"n T I K lya^r PK \yv.yi ^;«•;•, 
"WW lyoSBmvcw PK lycBcyp'-vc^K 
y^y^D PK PK nyeyc y^y'E PK C ; ^ — : » " 
Dyp^iPiDWpa^K n inya iv i y w , c - " ^ 
; ^ ' K jyaBt »M PK (D^VPK-ID P B l-O 
PK ,D*a nB3 ^ya"^ iy%,K pc jyc-n- ••: 
nn»K ma
 runPDT o^ a i"K lyf-yv ••-
DW |yay* \vm ]V$w n ^ na ,raiK e r r 
na ,n?ya ra^ K o^ a ! D*IO oyi iya«rc •* T ^ 
yiyraiK p« ^"la^BDiy pn jyayp p?>v " -
lypyi lyayp v^ I B I PK lyaaic-y:-;-;^ 
o"T .itfayn tyo^nys raiK DB" DB" rr>* *>* 
PK .lyatBTiyo <PK m n s u i »"? ,TB^- - ^ 
D^O IBHDDMK tD*a 1B3 taayp in«B :er 
.o5ya"> iny^B tD'o PK oaB'av w* 
^^aytDBno nyaB T ^ w n y n ca ,T*K =«" 
"ivp-iyn wyoit$j p ^ -ijn 20 
? n o w snjnxs uirtw TO BPW 
(.nwwn in PK wna«) 
ix W lyoanya ix ^«T H J'DMJ n«s rv;i& 
Ijro |jni ,>"li JJtfyoP 8 o n p« lyonya 
D$I jyo D3ypnya* ,B^VJnB PK "way: PK 
P'P ts ,iyov^« oa^t tins PK p/D* im 
pftjilfl ' i ts . w r a p ou I'D jyJyu nyaaya 
IVDoyE 8 |ya«p D« I I tyoayo yoDumyaJyx 
jy-Kia Iio a ip* D»3 |ynya PK "^DPS-SO 
.tyoDayfcvBya y i w i o ^ w T n jjrti 
:un'WB ynyDP8i8a 8 wa D W I D* 
-toiyaa* PK ,'8o jyo24 oyt , W D " 1 D 
inn aatiDSTWBDyDtpB 8 nmjiiyj iyo 
PE «i>»nDniHnyD n jyaya -qnipD-WJP 
n»D ^aaysya Dtfatfc opyr ix yo»p nfcpn 
.B»IDB woiyoye uvi p« m r w t f " n o PM 
j'pwn Dijnya ivat^n satfoBnyo iyT *rw 
,ppvo ."IT PK PWJ ."n ^nyaDtfw /lyjun 
nyoyB n DDtfnyfi vmvn " i lyaip y^8 
I»D jJiD^inyD-DiKD^ |w "X'5»*B nya$c 
iftpvi ix urwran l^noyj P K D$II c m 
-iys n DummaB^M iyasp «? PK ,r&8P 
W K |"p iya$ •tari'PProiPB ix aatfotft 
(»Jn i"« i«p O^D I^DK Dyn " iy^yi H JIB 
nyc n oajjoiyi D*: pi i f l i t*"* VP D'C 
pa caaayaya pK fyttftfn oyT PK aaioctfn 
H jy rn m m ! 'Dyjsntjpcr PK I$DDV 
Dtp PK ?|ynipiya paipnyi o1: yoxy? 
•jyo »mv n p& DDyTis i j n 5»m
 # n « i p 
T I [ID DDyi« nyn pK nyoay-iya 8 PK iyp 
?Daynyaa,iK PK ro8P *tftn 
•*a ny: in H po aatfnaKn iyn nn* lyas 
i$a *p? PK m t o i i n n T M n v w w i i n 
. jy i jnaim ix D$I I VBB^J 
s ix lyaaitfya w ^ m t f ^ v i pK i^ouy 
iv . y e r ^ n (yDaunyfi 5ni yaftm j » r u 
. i K r y n j i ^ #o»»5ya VD8P i f f y m nya5yn 
c ; lynabs oyn iy j "K iyp lyn IKH o i i p |yo laimini
 fijnw ivennn p*p ww 
P K j y i ^ a ' K pD 5"ytD'o oyn oayoorayn 
.lyx^DK' O^J pc 
H MI
 # TD tynyt o^r ny-;:8 iyT PD 
ii':*'t iv^rpMiB W W * "tyi pc iyj:yn;K 
•yv- anj jnjn «t PK ojynpyDJijp rana v w 
•yv.ya n lyx^oc ix D"n*i3iniD'u i i n iy-
r'Dtfamt^n pK I^DDV lynsya ix 33U 
33inn«a nyn iwyii D I * I I 8 D«J lyaipi jn 
"iyo m -ivrtw
 #vtDtip vform \v^-tv2 iv 
•--•t'cy: O K ^ D opyt ix ivn^nya DS^riDnin 
fiyayii "Wtp-iyByB n pc ijmipS D^B ,DS: 
W'XPIHB ly'o' inoxn i j n pc nrty»5 D^K 
.onyn«pi SunoDW^'H n PD 
wwvtnw \vw\ jyj«'Xp»iD yn"3 
>Knowny» "W* p*P TK lynyts^nyD yp«a 
« oifn ^ D : ^ I ^ D pK [Ksyjyiu^p I'CMK 
-yionyfi ^y^j jnjnp 8 03j*>nyn ycc^p 
-ys PD nyayn p5»'D 3rijyp*nD0 n r i ; y o 
T^ K tyvwwv "y i .*riMrn v; ivoiyo 
D*n >ya«J-Hp3v p'p "iyaK ,upmw iyiiy3 
DjynMy-.B .|yD^»nD3y D'J D"3i»-pm H 
jyiyn nMK ocny^ T I D*n ;-.y;;yTJj-
.^y^y^yip cyn iy;yp-y:y;K o;8ro;y - ; r5 
"lyiy1 **a iyaM vrtvr. wysjicx I « B B 
•"nyDJ'K H lyTDHjPPDH IX D"Djy3?y3 
••tyiB T« ,jy2y,"K'y3 jyai^n ,i**:v ^K;«IT 
-ny;ix;$ c3Krc;y ^ t D«n aiyaayrifi Djy-i 
H pc PK Dtft >"n ^ycjyny-ip oyt jyo 
n y i D ' ; i ^ tyntjn lyjj io^x H ! nyp»noo 
H iirjjni nu .5ya«>-|»«;r j yw i D;«O 
•ne iy3"j ^T ,D*J oxy* T O lyiyn |y:;io°x 
•iyrto "T DV^ p.."iD IX t r v ; y ^ r 
: Dyii o^ r*K [y3»! K* fy^'v. 
Vi"2 ya^yn ,m*w K D^B 
I'-RB P(EO«P iya^jytr3*D in*n 
iyi-iifcCB D*; T O iy;yr 
MI ,"iy;ay; y^ytiiK o'o 
TO Dljtl 




.yin^K Co o?y":»r: B -^  .D H rj-KE 
H iyi^nyi oy i ;yry j ;^ VH \mw-w o^a 
•"iDD ly^ciyoye n mv: fy^D'o y2^yf 
PK iy"Di8B y^Do^tPv^D n c^ i ,iyp 
-pjns \4%)v c~Vi>~%v> ?K^QOWH " i ix H 
H y:^K o*3 iyjyp~y;« ww1? n . jyTvo 
" t nv oyoaKyj;iK / ' T T I I J ^ , , D^K iynjK 
.DP^IDD inrrD "»y** PIO?^«'X#O ry3nr» 
n pK "DtD-.ym^c "im pic * ^ p w n 
O^J ^ o p*p [ya«n jy^jio^x .E .O jnyi;K 
-j'K n pc pjur n i»B ^y'D MTK ppnoya 
«T MI ,D'iroyn r*c oiyp-i^r ^Knoom 
-j'K H PD DP*WD ' i i8B HfHDyj jyatfn 
-:t# tyv.yj lyj^r D«U ,Diypi^n JK , ->OOC 
•W'ypmB V3«p^r i j n IK [yo»5w3 
Ji#o t'*p Dip OMT "in^ K pc "^ys'B^ n 
,D;^OV n pB DP'HOD H ox'D^y: o ' j 
-8p*f H PB Ijmpiy3 t3"in'cy: l y rn ya^yn 
"HfB"Bw H -8B .jyDD^nnoon3,« "iy»3 
•"B ^yDD'ai^iK ,DD«2 [yiw y^8 "4 iyj*n 
.?"3-DifT>8 IIK Din ,Diyp 
•y; iy:" i w n i8o PK PK P«P*BD PK 
nyfi y,,-iB PK injn y n e IKE yceoyp jyn 
•nyB ysBcyp H D I P .B .5> .o n "iu ,3ji^oBt 
DX'D&?y3 ,D'y:isro [IB ycfioyp c^8 oyo^BS' 
K:KD:^O) oia PK pm PK ! D y^aisro PB 
p^ noya lyjnjn .B .^  .D DSD jyo o^n (D"DD 
t»D PK nyj iyi n CJ'O Dfii ,ya>y? OI»T 
nm Jn'Towpj'n uwp«p%r *T PD 4nri 
•ya D1; *5>»P# n iyayiiDDyn3iB oijn ,tnyp 
19 nyp-njn' BjyD-i83 D*I«* njn 
IJ&KDPtfP TJK1H? *1 11B 3SH T I 
-;"K |M»>m*B IVDMIJ oyi ay^i* ,iyo"3 
ay?iv ,p"iPD"iy}"D"iy?np oyi po DI?E 
p« |IM ,iytf"3iK-p*i H lie p*n&o oyi 
•Kin* yiiDyia*iB now n avfty p'oy:?« 
•»n /UKSUV P« I*B aw1 DDIP D*H ,a:i3 
DjPn«> ijn pK iyo»aiK ycvK n jya |1K ,|npWJ DpiBC y^a 1^K i"iD D:yoi»a 
-*n "t P3 *IBD8P PK lyasD^ya lya^ n "? 
,3*D-DD"318 pOHOTfJ « DirvEyaonK jya. 
«? .Diaya* 8 pa .TIE 8 pfi jyD"am iv 
ttHMyn vmyo"nya 8 inwnm inK iya*n 
pfi p« ,oyrnB PK oycn,vn jr»«i p« 
-mya ani nyn PK D»proam ly^yvyBD 
,KW iy"t pfi aaoypiy:8 y?iB n anaya 
-in*5>p ,T3IK »a DE* otj" Don \vo m iyi* 
.IMP 
-ya Daypya *pi>Daya"K c*n p»ioo iyi 
ps yjKis H DO iyu /lynno irani W H » 
-jnjmw m
 flMMt nyo*3 n .EK C I*^ 1 K 
oyi lyayaa^ K iy;ya PI«DB> inyt pnw ,i«5 
-y; jya*n iyD"3i8 n uinnini ,OP:IB-: 
-*noo pic iyo *H8i >*D oyi is ,DSTB 
5*t i*ov K t» ,prnn PK .ncK i« »IMM jyp 
prwumn o:"n .nn^ ,» ya;8^ VIM lya'^a 
•"n "t ii
 rDiyDD^D iyi* — Dyo*a H in 
ooyinypiyrK 18 IKE D*II — iyci*i [yo 
in iyp iya^P TK /rnD p« iyi*nya PK oy 
-«a-|*w 8 in* iyc"ni8 »i IKE iyvy? DO jy^yu DyD*2 n TK ,iyE*n vo iya* .5y3 
TK PK
 fDjfttO*D i y o iyi iv jyanyiwiv in 
-a*5> pK DI*5"D oyn"? PK iy380Pi*5p n 
•ma DO pK wi i yn iyD5>8na* ly i^ai i*i 
18D nn i^ jyDopya cyi iyp"iDDiy:rK jya 
"WD'W W"fl iya*n *n D*II ya5>yr D*I 
i n t8 ,Tain iyrm oaya^v y^8 .DI.TD 
18 n PK , | 9 ^ n in Mm svi lyravy^ jyD>nyai*B (yjyp my in |y5jni iyt3"3 
yiyoyu 1*3 IKB IIK yEaoyp yny»"ii I«D 
-3i33Hya*DD"aiK yiyn PK an:yoiP ,yayn 
imna iy:KPnyoK yiy^n iv iyo:yny3 iy: 
.lyooyiie* PK 
""JWIU'N W31K T8 ,DyD:yc(D H ,•»?$» 
-ryuc yDMia„ 8 iyn*n ?«t i*or 5»ai»t? 
myr pn iv onK jyny?
 #i^5aay PK "iya 
Hf^yr.a^p *D:*-,*D iyi "2 ;yr -»-
iyo^K IPT;IK TK
 rm«iV5 c s ^ . , : -H 
ouiyE p« irau^nv 7*i ;*•;- .v.>. -: 
o;yai8a DJTH"5 pfi D;*ov <I •: •_ ,;.-
IKB imm Dy PK ,*0*i"K ;-K :-.- «• jya*n TO iyn ,1"IB lyojr.: 1*: : .# jyoni: oyi [y:yn jyeKuypyo - , ; ;» 
-?yo;80 (jyB">33y) iy;*-;*? n :« ;;•-
'ya Dayovy? |ya*n (lyascpi*??) -;;«•: 
':*> PK uuinwa lyo'OiK yr—K 
pK B"OD^K,V*D inyo [yiiya -y-:^ *> «-
n 1*; .^'000*011 THD •« BM^r:'n:K 
iv Dy2*iB PK i*'V80O8 pc ;y--«- : ;•: 
Mi;V DP'noD |jnn»c Wf PK C;«-;-- •;•;-; 
T^K ,i*i;*> pK Diyi'O^ yr—N - ;r 
ya^oyo^yayi |^p jypiyo iv |yry; L-; -*~ 
ayn vvoytfvm v*p iyi* o^vrr-"« 
D*n .ynoona'K iyi pK [yt^ia \y^z x 
.iyta"2i8 n jj^yoB'jyiy'iE'v rn-
yrnyo r s» PK D^aiK irni*1 v-;--
'8c iv oyiayiiya;* iyi*v.y; (yrv v i : ; -
' i iycniv iya*'v«pj83i* wn;yocy: ;• 
oa".i pa pK ,i*i;*^ PK mn«;c >:"—K |ya*n iv lyaji^ yj DO iyi«> 1^: r; :•* 
;ys*n pmv D8a*o »nw PB«;p :»: 
oyayo n T8 ,oanaw n irofrfry s" —: 
Dy;"cya5»8 18 pK oniK ry:»T -y—:r 
^ynMjo fy3*n y^o^ a 8 lycysr . - - - : 
*"D Dy»T*5 n w ,D31i38; 8 nre'Pi': -;-
pK oniK inK jya"T IJOKCPI*^P PK :~»-jyoipya T>K lyDyfic y>»n 8 1*; ." --
|ID D"pao"KaiK H ay^iv TK ,D:":N: -
Dnyoc oa^ov lyi^oc yiyiairy; v:,'_v *" 
8 Pyii8 T^K I8i .D3y^ myr p"-.r -;-
-ya DO 1*3 mntf pn |y3*n r o rx L-X 
iyi inK TK
 fb>*nDW ty3*n 1*5 -"'" 
p»nM ixn PK ,tyi*5iyD T^K isny^?""~-: 
iv w yp8D Da"^ lypwiyays •" "-
.!yi*"-v- -" 
TK ,D3n3»a yiaynyifiiy n DCIP er;-
(iy38o P I ^ P ) iy38D"5yD:8^ iy;«":x 
.-ayn ixnayD^iya 8 DKnya '; 
I K y^^aay n pfi aai38iny n ar*^' 
:s" 
nypnyu Bjyc-w w*1? nyi 18 
-.ypya DO » w ^ D : y p •n n , K P* »W» 
.tuyoCTM W * anwainriytuiK fyaao 
pyoyn
 r»0D8P3 l » 5n$x s trtfn w w n 
tffrmm JBPt* W U l t » « T * DV D3' fe l 
-D'W iw /unirtaw *i P* WOjnyorK n 
ywrunjysJW ?w yoynanays n unymv 
n .|y3:'y">2 uny^ao'D wJim jyitfp 
Trfoona yrfvw .tfvwvs vte us MIM'JIP 
;m DD:ycn"«-Dy:ro y-\yw\# .yocsya 
•wai* n t» ,tyny? iyDn8i Dwnysye 
r.N .israrn 03$myn oyi lyayit DGV iv^r 
5BS I"p *i8fi jy?*T lyn^oyo yny-w t"P 
,nn8syj yt3Dy"i3 n .ttfrtfnm jyiyii tr; 
VK ,iy:yay3ya in ryp ww 8 ya5yu D*C 
;N fis B58tnyn n ,282 8 HE ocscnyn H 
.yD8o ya*5trufitB38*iyB3iK 
ynyn pK nyo^ans 9,ooo j)«r*nj qectfp ijnyo^a 8 FH DJ? 
8 lyiwpJ jyjyp is na -lyc^ais r jyirrs tjsesp cjn .cyc»a 
"inmon njnjnw njpn nys awitya nnjjc J S B B B ^ I B iinynv 
y^ ifi H "pin 7^nyTiya fynyTuje "lye^ais "" .cMai» "yr1? 
.psw T;^T pa ;rjyjnj«tj 
H lyaya is »nyr«jfij»iWN jynyv, tenya^M iyryt» pyow • 
lis pivitDD o p B ^ B C .jw^rana yr.c njri n y c m s 
n r« antrpy^p fin p^nec cy- tsrnc
 f onwpD yny^ K 
nyt . oB^ya pEftnavJtran Tin p1vino cy-r w w /lyeyt? 
ijnjn BIPIB — ys^n yan>ua p« in wns<u p*n»o iyn«B 
nijD nyD"an« H (IK D»3 jsn:yty"»oy2 cxn 
.Ti8$a-D:ym3 ny^yjy-i -.yi IKC ;y«jrs 
8 ,onyi«ri2 :~y:;yT«i yoi^ B njn Ma 
DnymB*DpyBi:8o w5p -ijn pc -y^ ;^^ 
•Dy-iyj-^ K iyD"318 18 B»n
 r|N^fK*DV&V 
n 8 y"iy-:8 H .pyo n ;y:ipy2 y?"ir.ye 
- , I J y;^P tpm tnttnya D*3 jvai^ n iyo"3 
nyn pe DENCcy; |jf3^n [IK Dyo»e$p*D:jm 
"l^E 1^ "I C"P '- T'K t3VJ??lV |yi1 .D"2"I8 
n oyn ,yD^08P oryiv-: -y: IKP nrcipyj 
•yi cyn iVD^DDrK'n « u1; D^^o^wy: 
pa "iye"2"i8 ' i ?,%n ^yoMa-8 iycryc 
ijn |ifi »E8&cyj i*fvp»yj:i8 fy:^n SKL-
"yUU 8 p;r f^ KT 331TD8B '" .0"2^K 
"iiry; iv n*3 lyo^siK y-yr^K IKE f^ cy'1 
"jijc*8*08CCK ;'« 5yo*c-"tf8vyj p*p jya 
^jn *m8 cproay^yi fyan v^ IM
 fiy?'*n 
vtfyn ,c5n H ryayia jyii ryoawy^v 
H ;yry"i2 DO**n .esN^y::^ D$n jy*: 
e*3 iyc jyu ,\t$*:v n JHayayna p« -w'^v 
•jnM'Ww cyn p n lyjyop w ry^Kiry 
<s 
17 ippiyn oiyonw &wfy njn 
•O*D H m ovDjnyojw MT» imvoyfiu 
•DMK H PK .rapiv yiyr:w no iy:y^; 
jjnyn onn»w»nn no jjia»»>j 
jpt"5 IV -\yv.v PK oy TK ,IV iya*3 TO 
-;'K o;yon«; ojrn«> nyn PK jyoyJainB 
pw pM vt lyo^n D5"OD n 11111 ,ynoon 
Wno ivno TO iya$ .|y»"3 prnnropya 
jyoBjnp y"iy?:iK p» -11; OMP^omi ,cy^ w 
•«*> "ly: iv ,v^vc m ,03yn*3 MIS jyoip iv 
-;'K -,jn pK H3 ,iyoy*3ipB H pfi 3;i: 
n*n IIK pnynD lyenyn 5#T ynoon 
.y*3$o 
Mor'n oy" p« DayS Di^ li pnon *iyn 
•p'ot? "KE IFT'^II jytrospya w ?yo*c \y; 
,iya*i iv lycya Tjn$ ,-wa-s8 
IPO'Orya iv a8occ8o p*p jyaipi w: iyn 
-co myuw pc o:yx$-fi 80 -KE |ynni *i 
• " p a w n * H omu oattna Din /lrry^a 
yryn PM .oycijz p« lyo^ai* lycv.v ;yo 
[jnyii D^v -y- o*e jy5yn lyo 'woo^v 
"*oya os: oyn iyo a*w p« .nyDiw 1$: 
P'P $0*3 PK i8i .yafcOE nyn iv MIT"5 8 ;y: 
.ppav ny?3iK p« nnaipft v w aaueyn 
-;IK pfi yvyty; n •pm anayoa* D<: 
yanayopya H ipw pn W^IO*OD:UP -.y; 
-o'o PK D^KPJP ynytaw tv |y33i3$oiin 
oyn |nif Dp^noo p*p lye^ 1* t^: /imy^a 
l ip IFUW ,yoD«ya"5my3ytrn n pc jyoMi 
--is n MI oyn 1*3 pM ,l»ron op^noo n 
t|M IVD ojn3yii ,iycM» pic iynyotr -iyo"= 
.yc^n IKE D*Wf 5w$tf"3ny&3,K Djn iv 
"iyn PK D5«P»5 n D*P jyino 113 tr: PK 
nya ySyp'OP 8 w iya$n ya^yn ,ooyn 
-«t "? >«ii ,33i^ i38n iy«t "IKE aanyfiosy 
oony; oy PK 'fo%e«f ^K-iy;yctT pc o»« ty3 
n« ,|jD*»n»anri Tt |yp iyo t^ a 3yo yr:^K 
TVBD'M n po D58P^5> y"iyt:iK I5*B« 
8 .P,DP8O yo?8 *i w i^^ tjnjyii oiyoc* 
D?KPui> yiyr:^ K ^M |y5yii mi ,nin3iKii 
?nye"0P8"m iy5i3»n iv lyny^iK 
onyii 0"P3^*yty«iK ya^yt oijn PK 
t^ K lyfiyc-pi^p "lyp-nj* V3 PK ovyiyaoirfB 
iyi"K D"ai8 y^n pe lyEMoo cyn swya 
jyvniv o^prooMiv n v:ym oijn fyo 
o^o Din yny^r \viywn irt*3iia c ; ;r 
• W W 18 iyEKB' PK ,Wi « o:y: -w£ ,, 
[yo^KinyE iv 18 ,[yo^r, i^o .";^c*--;-^ 
,!yo"p:nyr.^ y5>y*B pM iy?yv -;«r .^„ 
- y [yv.y; iyj"t D3^3v V-V;» - • - ; :K 
n^ o oniwi ivawnw p*? w ; ;•« ,---;-lSr 
•»o lya^yr DVT iyi;yr:i^ |jn*ane c ; —s-
.nyny^3D*o r\yi:*,n i r v v -;•*: 
,33i:"o nyrr.K o*i5 ,yaKniK*t3B,,.r •-
PK DP^-IOC ?ys MTK jya^r -••: ;-K-
ay^v PK
 rDyD a^ nyr;iK o-c :-;-;K-J 
p*p 0'3 1*>03y3"K iyitfr: "vc r«- .:;-
y?K 1KB |yr*nfi i^oyc iv aw ;;-L-:--;-;: 
0JWV1B 80 DM"? Tno^i fSp " j r ;•« 
—iK'P'oy HMK oj^ DBjnrya *y^":"B* *- •£ 
lysyc n PK oyo'c^P'r^ie •" ;•« .-J-: 
-ya iy;yi5 tv H'co ixn:y:«yre*; x •;*;"• 
T8 ,VTK
 #iyo,,a-!8 y^ K -ms jyr-E •;••;•-'-; 
irinip^fp c : ;y?«T lyo^a** " " - "** 
uyrnyavr H iyajn^  ^jrir**: =-v 
0*0 tyo^Pi'OD^rv r:yv nnyr -••: ;y;»-
•;nya PK jyrnB n .c-y^trorvt"^-; -
" 8 H prayii .yoo*ow: r;8; :;•:•*• ';*--'-
ry'E p'P jjo*; omya r»K unresTsc": 
oo'Dcya ly;"! iy-s:ioc H ^'v
 rr*y;«'u 
80 IKD "sya« .^"53 nyo^ans rss -»E 
•piij>p njn PK nyo^anK n pc einir* 
*ii .l^Joaif -lyoo^ccy: p*p $tr; T'K - " -
J*r''oV T8 , | K ) w r u n jnyn jy^cyr 's 
lyn Mi 338^  Mf8 pM -iy=y^8 " « w*; — 
-nyn ny '^K oyn ,jyo?nnj|| oyr n:»erv 
H w m crujnynwtjw BHWW » ''*-" 
.DIjniB'OPyEl^O *i p.* ''^*:" 
8 |ya*n i»o IK
 #ty:i»t iv pnw PK cy 
T^K cy ni 338? nw
 V*1VD3« lyvoprw"-
pne 8 lyo^pcya iv BKB* pw *»c ""';;": 
Dijn EKC iyn:8 18 pK Dipi
 f03yc^ «*: » ' s -
18 oo*o^ya o3yoi83 jya^yt oy r*'s ,;,,: 
I8T ,58B iyn T>K D*n pfti .T"i» "V>' 
v n o jyv383 I'IKB WT»C»P ?"^B ^ -*";" 
PE »ia«530MK i n pK .D«p3n;yr3^: «* 
•80 nya^nny nyi r^ K
 fi"10 I^M 'v*""-
nyp"i$n tDjyDns: c r ^ njn • 16 
y?yr,p « »B"pin9?Dta":nti 
- .B^najnyneisuiK ps 
-lie: PIV;KIE ivi |»n »K ,W»T jyc 
pc -i>ic n iy omsn ,iyj*G o n y?sp 
-fDpitfp ynyui* jjvunjm n *PIK oy-i 
jyaijn "I pn ,ou »»J oysy PK "? jyn ,ny3 
w nPMi PD i^w H "i ijunitii , W J V « 
c#i PK DB'imys'K .Hpw *i *pw O^PDU 
i'K oyey |w l>ni* ,WPP"W#P p« ^sc iin 
yrSM 8 .P"3")K 1VT P« tDK i^ Mt« 0*J 
CD iyp*? nyny^ao'D ynyniK pc ?n$v 
-y: (yaw "I *nm WW H t« ,HU"o cy-
JaWBDyp 
e*: i$w « iyp D'wSpTii iyi p« 
H .D"niB D'O nyiy'^D'D n tyiysmye 
"i* cyn iyc?yn IV PK pf'jv s pe patut^n 
FK nrmu'iya ynyoya iyoipyi iv nyD"3 
iyp w m .orDEytrya D W I iy pro ,BKP 
irunwBpyiiUttD n .|nyj B<; W ; V K 
jtfyiiy iyoipy:i iv oys^jyo oyr-K jyino 
,0'DyJW oy;yj«n nyn IKD Dip [yino "i 
•y2 "I jy» [IK .D'Wpifi Dyjyj"K ty^i ifcfi 
iyB»3i« H \ntp\
 rDiynv lMP o*J IV^IP 
cyi iv iyp i fff H PK ,wno iv D$H OO 
I«P JIB D1: jyo"ii T D .[yitfyn D'J t$J 
IV BT31TB "1K:$T B$i1 Dlpl ,WUV p'K 
T3D"3IIJP|IK' D^rpy^o pa yjKns n \yv^ 
v* mm JwipJP VD:BD DWII .»"pan»> 
IVS«f IjpPK flW lyn pK |tfHB IV DT3112 
pn lyiyAo^o jny^t jye^ymvp^K ,TJ$E s 
ST8 .T^DD"31K |ya«T "T jyil ,D"V IV" 
T ^ P D H INE> n^n « "1U D*J PK -I;$B 
s Dpnnrn v m PK nj$c BtB iu ,-y" 
•lypne lytD n^ivDMK ^ n y e n ; 
iy;:in .3ji5B»imyfi iv D3Jy^ 3 Tyaain 
pa JM¥p-iyN » WW iv iyt^:yo N D3"no 
wain
 fny3yrpD"aiK jya^inyjw oyi 
iru 8 I«D ?vt3"m« iv |y^jye « DZ^ID 
•wynyjis ^VJV H MI ,pi5 inyrnyn^; 
**a lyj"? DJI|I3V n ^ u y PK worn y^ y^ c 
«n PK i^naJijDiy jyiiya IKI: iyo*nya K 
w^nyaiK PK n»»u lyn^onyc iv D3Mrn 
/ i ry^D'o my"? iy^r,v y*anw3*p 
« DinwA)»M ;y3^n «i c«r cy-r TIH 
"»*0 yt^Dt3"3n« "1KB DyOD^D WZMW 
van p'p jjoo Dn»n PK oy .iiny^a 
*«t D^UV v$w& r v r m i owni yanniK 
K PK ?y3u ny-i .|ife-it:xc;«r c c i : 
c : on'K iyp -yr'P o^v ,D;y:T«r -"»"*: 
"ny;iv;tf Dr.'K -.ysyiiDJV PK ry .iyy-:v 
i^ K iyc'Kr.K-.vpyr.« -y-$ [yv;K- r« ;yr: 
DVI '•« D*?^  l y c n : B p« ;-.*. ;yv:»; 
Dyo";v ny~ D'C ^ M H IMK y-?y: 
jnn'K iy~y~:y iv .i^no'DD^P DO^CD 
iyDiyD;^?B-.yc ly-yi^ r;»: « PK iycp;*.E 
•;M3 r;8i 8 "yz^ PK r^p^otjis iyi .pcy 
8 jyo'nsyj iv iy-$ .ojyonoDJ'K nycKt 
>VPWtB "y^ : pmo'w |y3-re»H -.iyc 
iycpr.E y;"? r& ,o?yDry;;ycKr'V MTK :*K 
-yv, w.:vv} y-.:yo?yi \y:yp -\jfoiyv, PK 
•n;x |yv:y-iyE;«fp -.yi«* |yj5'D*c i i n ;y-
-frto *- pc PK ^ ^ P |io "iyDy-iD*yE H jye> 
"fiH T1K PK
 rI^ tt*"K'DlfDOK aW.FOVVZM 
.;KC,^*IO*2-.« I'K -T1KIJ3 s< pu jywn^iPD'y 
cy urn ,Tr.D DT'.pc PK p ^ p nyi pK 
jyim ,[y;-,i",.y:;y y;njyoipy3 ir^c jyoip 
"y iyiyp. D3Kcy; yp^Tyanayiwu *^w 
"t*DtpE pe lyajic'Dtfys n PK \y::r>in 
« PM iv:yp /«jr ;>ipifBirfi iy" **i3 .^«P 
-DM1V H |V3">31VDMK >yt3*t2 -yCKTPT^ 
.iyD"^K PK cyoi$2 lyt'M'V lyo^pi'D 
y^: [yoip D^v nyn PE ;;»3 cyn D'c 
-pii#^ P nyi pK iy>3-K y«; PK iya:ittnva 
n pc yzKiE .^K H JK" o~yn oy PK T»ne 
r«p«D -^.E ijn '«
 PiyPTii 'v yDDHy3"w*:r 
DIJII ,iy?^K H fit
 #jynyr o-y:;yyj MTK >*T 
1^ MTK .jjnjm oS^nyj lyri^ r ^MK lyopKr 
nyii# pmDMK nycMiya K :K
 fD54cya jyc m 
^VPIfOlpt Dy"i PK nK-iJKIKB "VD'Tiyj K 
,yi:ytD'j'iv y ; n iv D'3 inyo IM BDKE 
-;yT njntj oiijr, nyn TK .lynyi 'M jye-iir 
-ys K *IMK lyiyv fyo'syscw ^* I K ^ O K E 
I^D jy'una K a*c jywiyrK iyi .ivnyo 
^p^D»-fi cy- nyp
 fvi ;yE"Kv "iy" p* 
o": cyv. P*C,"P y?M?3 ^ C K ,iy*Jjn:y o*; 
"$VPVBiPB« c ^ |yo«niyc PK .jye'-yr 
"i; ,iy;:y"»3 BITJ -«; c r y : rr.K oyn* 
repjyTiya'K D« PK lysj^i yr '^r^is 
.Pinapg jnyaniye ::^K iy:yp- y ^ ^ u s 
D1: iy;;y": v : ^ ^^cK-nyE PK p*imp 
-trc PK y ^ c r v c yr'i:PK-!S p«p v t ons 
[ycn-ycr-K .Tif5»« m wry ;ypn
 #:y!> 
-BMH r-i:yjfyp tr : ,iy3«n T O c«r ,D«I 
iy;:yi3 rr.K wm ,cyycy2 Di^ roy ty^yct? 
.pjnaipa iv DVDB?^ iv^ypvn K IV 
is nppiyn oaye-iaa U<V*> njn 
HI FfrUT 
,|VD?Bn D'J DUJi'E'-.-B " |y?im DyDJfS 
^ « - .oiujp ['« iironiu I»:VP " i T O IJ»?JHI 
U3«i3i; i D'J DOJjranM *DDJ/E n us* i«3«ii 
" jn j ra | $o i 1 | "P IHIVJIO'O y i y IJJK ^ E 
n ?«n V imiw 'iiK DBT PK cnun 
,|Bi I *J* ' I* i»u^iK ivnju |KJ"i DuJxonjB 
w/ufp n |iw (Ojjrnaw UJJII w o i j n ism 
•ill 7JlB-D~uU*tMI JUirWPB'TVD 1" in | V - ^ n 
ya?jm O'o .lyBpiis y?y-B I M K U : » W I J I O 
"J"K D?»nVJ B'J ?B£ p'P "IKE uuifn " I 
" I ya?yr> o'o .IVDPJIB *IMK pM ,IJ;D'DB' 
ym . iKD'wr 'K ue-iK-iyi u' j ^ m |ya*n 
Din ivaynenyuJiK DirnjM prawn oycga n 
B DP'CIV I'wa " i iv-«fii .o jyon j tn i f ' j v 
po D " * yo'iy/a B ivoipixny3'K y j ipynyx 
|jm ,"in«< j-ic iyo"x y iy i :B n "2 PK ,inip 
-JBJ Dyi " t jyasn ,py?o jvitjr.yj t'K oy 
-Bnayj lyasn " i .pragiaya BjyoniB |vx 
PK iya*n " t |j»a?vu ix .ojyonjs ;B IVO 
Tow O'j ?BD i"p nsi D"pa»>pvii tin 
-oyDBvivi lya'yjnyiiw 8 HMK »n ,BB'Dt? 
.^ iNcsB i n 
pu o^pDDyD H p« D"rnya'j H 
• jmw (ID BEBnpD:yay? n pK "7BPBOB-IB„ 
jyp3«mj» ix PK D?BPB> nyawDpiipp jn 
PK "7BPBB$nB„ 1VT l»« DK1 ,BP8E DVT 
-tcBpycuBo H !»38n ,|jn*nyj u jscyj 
,\v>viri n B'B B D ' B B W K asnya Dim 
-nyD jjmjw 78P8BB"IB PK m»\ yaJyn 
.jyaynip 
-a»D»tJ»3"H .yj 'B'njyjyj n PK Dy 
,"7BP8t38iE„ Din p« oenyri DBV ,B»P 
C'VU 'ltS IB'XKPJBJIB lytJIK B3B2 DBV 
j'Bayo ' U B PK 
p« "^8pKBSiB„ nyn 
•nt?c min 
jya"7:nyD B'2 78PBBB~B
 Din tyP i V o 
-8t38"6 DVT T I K 1VP 1J» | IK , w o m i n IX 
iyi9*«»i Tyn CD IP'EK |ya"7nya D': ?8P 
HWP'lPO«iiB»L-.>-,-.-£f; t . , . 
-ya T O OBT, ,«ny?piy > ; • . . , „ 
B"P3nyjn^ wnvnp' iKi . •. , . .%, , . 
J'K U ; , - i l Bif iVii * . ,*, , , w , _ •> .,. ,v 
(yayn T o ?" i i , ' i r n ,<> >A . , . ,) , . ,-
1V~ j 'K itf&"'K-Ui»UuB u i> .... ,. 
"'MU8J jKP |VC b<>li u>" i"<> - , - . .> 
y jy i JB >.-yB pn JIK -JS.Y:...- ,•* ^ , 
Diyn&BPyBUBB v * T c i*'-«J - ' - -
|y j "» D i« ' :v v'J' i- 'K i"«< 3-i>- •> -•>-.-• 
nnyo ^ IB: .P*BBK- MF* Q-; - ,W ; . n 
H 1K11 ,1K7B-iyBe' JIB BljiCi; .> , , . 
- j 'K BjyoiBJ oy - . "? Tin i > -> . . . : 
"'DBDCK/IB J'K BTPJBJ1B i » : " : i - ^ " 
p'P n«f3 (jraufn Tycan* '" ;•* ••>- « 
lya'HPIX B'?B iV2 7t$\ DT.BV. .-•- J> . 
•BCPI8?P nyp'B' i'J i y " ps v->~- . " 
"UBO c po KayoD'ipy H ay'7;x ,B - ' ">" 
•"D E-yn B'D B'j jyj'M Bosrv: " -
• ; I K po C P D M - J p.K D"ps'oay= - s ,;:•; 
po [yay7 oyi ;« r t omayn c:.y: ' i"»" 
•"B ly.uiK 'IB- .D:BB' , ,B ,CB=C(< : ; : S : '" 
] i« anyay7 o a * w jnyrj-K ;>•;•-
7«jQ ]J?E!B-IJ? DJ;T ^- r , n ^ n ? " p"8=-
.Dae^ v pptJiH JIB por»j;; •;" ;'-s 
JIB J«DMtrjM Tjn PH 78C j y c - ' v -•'•»' 
•J^ns j y : j - 7 p a w P K . rnc -p ' .? : ; T 
J8 J j t t M « — l8oa« J8 i - ^ i">*"s 
•nyepyB-jBo H jy37yn -,s ,u r ; - " "^ 
TJPHJ ,BD,'DCy33''',8 f ipVW jy28" C T 
Ijnmp B'D ,7Bo V7yB pw ty:"» "" ; 
- I :BD WXPXti n Tnj7BEiy iwv: -;—-
DBjyDnjB • ty2"it?ixiyB;iK c-r"-"-*>: 
H i»fi I IK j w » w nyascpiB"? ' 
-1S38 I»BP:IB ya'7jyo yfB B-C CC:>- " " * 
-«» ny38opiB7P n I * iPbruwrK •" ">-" 
vnyi:iK \v2tfn .lysynB'yrvor.K i v > : '& 
DBjyansB H IK .Biys't-yE r;-.e* :">•»' 
H 782 pK D8T ,pn8Bl? yfttVW "•* •y: '" 
nypn&n Q3yon83 D-H-^ njn 14 
yD'TW |»P 0*3 «P tfWV W TK ,IVP:VT 
n t«jn iy MI DMS BSPBIMI ninyiy1 jr5ri 
.csga H o$n ~\V 'M on5 |1M 0"p3*5:ya 
-v.;yv, D5» w r oyi |yonyj jyo no ^ i 
|!G lyonDBnye prom p« o^: D^K pn OVT 
,D«*P irua»J 8 tya$n jyjyp D3*»3v .^n 
D'D ryo«ro oaso iy"T IKPVUVI "i jyv 
-ss wnoBMK inyo pwp DJVW .irv 
r-nurap* |y:«t "t |yn nyny^jo^o yny^r 
•r D*O jycMp p« ,iyocynp jnyi>t trs 
rv": yaSyii ps ,|y38t yrtfyw lyocynp 
.iwu lyiyoyu 8 lyntjn ty^r uny^30*e 
-;;••: y:5y*3»K |1M MfW yj'nm 0^ 3 
;N Dino3"i ny^t lyayaysoMK |ya$n jyir 
-v PM ,IV3KT i8D lyocjnp rur"i 
nrum ^y's DO IV3"? D$H ^yawniK ay? 
PDP:nya nnyn n jrroamsE n jjroyj 
•yj;y$ tyay* jyewo px nwvMT^xnif 
.niD**p»5a j y ^ p« 
-$*y> Deny o$n nmK Dgii ,nyTy5 ,otp 
ronipunimM w>"inin n jyrn jyi 
w a n w o oyjJyvr^K J8 ps ty:3i3"o 
iv»u"o n MM .uumwa iipjv nm px 
» "i lyaywinya^ M opsyi ,o*3 T 'H lySnyByj 
|8i T I K ^ " T w?M fyn p« ,f»$o |ytrnv 
-y^N»oa"1tr ,iy:8DcnyE3"N &i "i o^ o 
T I ^«|Bt*np oyi ovp'onp PM aairna 
•r-insi fe§5 0^ 3 iyn^ oi 'pwip ,jy?«v yr 
H lycmv lyo^pj'O^ntx? v* iy;;y^2 p* 
•^ yoyD p»p y:tfyn px ,Dyc*p n rx ;«—* 
y^s ^ 3 5"n ? ("i yteyc o*; ~i$; cyv. o;y~ 
jy^yo^cix ya^p iyo3in D«- K \vv v n 
o>: lyo^aiK p*p DVII "-y rj< ,jy;ifT v^ O'; 
D*3 iyp i^:v K *v, ^:K OP:IB .lyp'CPyvn 
fn$ oyn "lyo s^^ K p'p TK ,D«: Djn iy;«rv 
pE i"y;pyvs tr; o*j2M^y e'e^: cm 
"tjn ii; fyjyp c«: -yt pn HT"1 H .J-K'-B 
iyu,,2-.^ iyi IKV -iN^ t^j O*«JD KiK ;ys 
fyDiBi y?yE"Dcn«3DMK yB*v.y: 'y^r.K ^ T 
fy*b^ B nyi onj^iyc iy :K ,D«C cyi ;y:;r 
'-y; y^i^ ;-K i^n H«T --yryr r« ; -jn pit 
n |y;^r;^ iyc"iNi y^yc"Bonn:D^« yB*r 
Byn nyc":i» "v:v "v~» "m TK
 ft*
,;M 
ixc ^iy::^ IMP .BP'ryjpynv iiryv oyv 
o^: ,p*T os: ;vr iyo^v y^ » ~t*c PM lycy^v 
O^T ny-t ;«, 0*3
 (w*jv H pc 0"T -in i« 
>v ^t v*zry: ]tfw H ^T^N !yv .c»- PC 
n oony;
 riyo"3nn yorycy; IKE iyp*^oo 
[yp 03yof"yoyc iin i«^ ,p'noB K TT *T%K 
^sy^yocjyny^Eiv iiny i^ o;*oy3 iyo^ y» 
.DyDsn H IKE "o *^K lyo^rw *" ^KC ^ D 
0*3 «^T p"^ DD KTK W3 IK1:;!* ijn -:^P M» 
iyc")KT nyoyEt" ^KC2« cy" rye oyn ,pM 
•iriy*p"iy "3 C«JT PD 
•«3iM cm pa y3Kie iyv:K3 -m :*K 
,5*n "»y ;y" ,f8^^f'c fnysryw P,sw o'^yo 
piye"3i8 lypyo iv ODJP oyo82 cy^ PK 
-iK o n cDyi c:i*';v n PK ,VH *y iyn 
t23yo-i«3 DJ)ST^W iyci3 jytyn |ID e^jnj^M Dpi c i ; oruneya 
Jjny^ pn MI
 rp*o«3 iyiy» p« M: ^ y p ^ i s j p y p« *n on?? 
.jVB"«op8nB DJ;T p« J^DJ?^ nyrcv3 8 8i PM K n j n pw pyns 
-t2''''pD8Tp1VDS''1K O a^ DJ?^ 8 BTJ# .C'DW^^^-TntS Rwurp^w 
"lypnyn t23j?on83 w^H njn. ?8 jynjjir^ t^ r^1? eyr nn^ H iw 
•yo3«pj>3 jny«« l y m w ,jnmfi yny^K lytr-rv jyts^naiyB 
/ 
' 
i s nypitjn BSjRm 
CE$ |IM p r p w w iv |ynyi IVBIKI oayw 
-w ny»"2i* typyo oyi PK ,|ynnymyfl iv 
nan »no py"t iyo"3-i8 n ?"i)
 #oyi ay1? 
^ K V oyi p« IK ,jynyt p« npmpaMn* 
n |jnyii DViyaa* jy>*T ,iyo"3"w n t IKV, 
^nipi cyi IKE awa iya"i y&yy\ ,fj£ajn 
'iv typyo oyi ,r)ip /iyD"3i& y>« HE pn 
jynyii DNiyaai* no ,|ya*«:*T»"i^:v ay*? 
tmini w w p*t po *r«n iyo"an« ivi 
>"n jjyD^pa'^yo v^8 ona wwionyf i 
'5>yv3"K |tf lyan^ntnvB D*a pic DD^H DIP 
w ttmtu jya^jynya PM I«E iytrjyo cy: 
D'lyo^ans y>8 ivan^runyfi iv D;^C D$~ * 
8 IV3ijn "t Dt^ n ,ayn oyn *PIK jycy-nyoric 
.iy38o iv \v2V> 
iv T* Donyjiyww ww 8 imi w% 
-"318 ycpyoy: DI$D H oy |yan"floayfl 
*D«i PK n*>p iwm WW H pic no ,-iytD 
pan ptfa »*3 iiK w a n r w w 8 T8 , T * 
jya"i lyoyiyorK D'nvD^aiK Dya5anu»K 
-$5 D'3 T * I $ B w w H .jy^nya DTPBDB 
^ D M ^ D PB AV^VV* PE |yotfB3»Kya jyt 
yayanvyaow • TWI "WW JTPTID'HI yc 
o icftm "IKE ,y38t n .jyaawo^DnaB 
no ,iyoEynp ynrnK pnamnyB &nvj WW 
18 y ^ E 18E yrD3Ml 8 JD'JtPn 8 P'l 
.-iyD^3i8 y^8 ins / w a 
-ne * I IKI PK ayo WW n .tnyo i $ : 
liny1 IKE rate oyi jyaynpwpmv ijrva 
-yaaw
 ti|>*n TTPK &3385nyE Difii ,"iyo"3i8 
iyo"3iK nyi mana yaJyn a j r t i r DyoD8 
- n lyrane pfi "iV3$ jinvTOa epyoya PK 
-nyawpnw ,oip oyi |yotfB3»**ya PK \m ' 
p« ,^8t put PK /lyt^a-m jyopyoya 8 fyo 
PK jyonyaivpmv orPK D$3 cyi jyaamv 
ayo wants »W nana* |8 *np ,18a pic 
D3*W H \m ,181 113 0*3 Dyi WW H 
1KB ,oinny«ij prwuw, T^ K fycyiyDrw 
.fyarnv un>n n jyo oyi 
jyanB yroa^i I $B lyoip #i p» 
n .ty^ yop vt ^8 i i«o ^ ww D*n 
iv 0380 H WW n o^n : jya^i ^ K I B 
eijn w^v ^ IW PK ?Dtp Dyi iyamv 
nin IKE i n D>n5 iv
 roa»o n y^  p1t^  
njn i8D iD38o in»K rmaymya iv j«j':r 
**n oyii jyo oifii .ayn i m jyp iv n« f ^ 
Tt ly^yn ^ ?nyrDB8myn 8 pn ,jya 
r!inyDa^BiyB e j^ Dp'nDD tytnsD V35y:8 
iyn -wnnim ,{i# i»i DJJBB wre •:•; T 
PK ,nu i jn pK "iyD^3i8 cyi o^r- :« : 
,py?o PE D"v i n PK iyoan« c.-n ^ - r 
ry-iyoys 8 jyoipya u |yri PK ; - ; ; ; « -
Dyil [tfPD *pa lyoDpy; nyi jy« ,-yc":"« 
Wma DI#3 8 ^«r Dini jy'noK i n ;*« 
?-(yD-,i2i8 oyo jy^B p*r D*C C V T V : ;-w 
•MK pe D:^C
 rv>a 0^218 ' i ;v—--V 
"iy H 1V3IJ ,185B nyou 8 pM rv f « ;;•: 
r8 jya^riya'K iv PIBDC ai:ya :^ K ;;---« 
Drjn ijtf'M BKC PK iyD"2i» yo^» ,y--; '-
iytrjyo ya^ ayn ya'3"K r*iJa .;y-'- ;;r-;-
-naiv D'D i n IJ^*» D*II
 p|ya*cya ;;••; ;;-
oifli
 f»ma iyD'3 nyn |y^"no [y-r- c-":r 
Dij2 i y i / .iyo"2-iB cyi o*a c v r rc -
ly^Mtoiv T8
 #1*1K D"ii ny PK ,r«- r— 
D3*HD ^Kt^ D-py^ D cyi' ' pK T^ : c r i i 
jy-^-iyB iv ,D:ytrtD 8 inyev n C.-K •«: 
iv pK rBKC pn PE iyD"3-i« v=*; .vtr; -
-^ya ypoijiB pK y^ yo^ D n i D*C l^ ,; , '" 
njn .8*3 Dip p*p Jni D#I PK r;*-:: 
,5yo'D lyo^rv mv ovun T? L^-V; :»: 
lyp'ciyojnK PE y^tD1© i y i t^ K C^T ;S* 
v-wty&n H pK yiyaiy H
 ryiycK:;;j|i^ " 
'.v iyD^pD^ayo y^8 D^ O PK ,":yo-:-« 
.iytD"3iK you PK yiyoya *i lye^r-ys 
«p lyi^ V'DpKiB iytD"2iK H pK cyrs: -
\ , .jyiyoyaiyB iv in IK^E ;-« ^,sn 
-^8 PK siyiy: «j^8 ^ K aip w ••: 
•«anK iyD"3ivoiK l y ^ o n iy;yr ;*'-;" 
iyt3"3ivoiK ly^D^o n iy;yr 'V» -"^ 
nyo^aiK »o PK oyo^s ^D C«V ,-yvrs 
"8t3D .D^ O iy3,,^3 PK Dy03 ,!« IV-^' 
I"J» iynya o«n nyo^niK n iv ,crsrc 
^njjv pK lannyo iyj"t ,-ww nc rvs 
PK ,t3pyoy3, fy-tfm ovn iyb"3iK •" '** 
"iyD"2i8 ynyo^y "!ya« .yra ^ n r r "«-
.jya^ao'iK v 1 l^p ^ni*y n IK ' i r c"° 
1M oa^av H iyi!"«<T ,33i:^ D pns w: 
ojn fyta'myB iv jyJyow'K nKcr - " 
•yipynK Drum P»ii nyo'o-is IKE rtte 
T* >%W Dij3 lyn 5'Ml ^KBIXH tv6-: ,cr-;" 
•yo DII^ID nan .nyo"3"i8 *iy^:8 ;s< ircw^ 
r'nD 'UK I^ T #3313"D lyj^D 18- .^"s" * r 
PE pyapyiiK nyaya^ K D^yD^ans =r '' 
.lynyoys 8 anaywt TK?> '"' 
ofcpi ,jypyo DI8D rya»»a"K c r 
ippWi isjycnaa D*T«5 n$n 12 
.jtf'D |A»«J J'1«D »11V yOVjtf H | » i * j 3 
•ycyr
 fn p* J0WW3 ^ ttfsmyB D$3 nyn 
:*i: ,en A P D Jwwa n Tfw B;y3y-i ny 
fp;p PK o"V n TO ^nyoya IKB jpo«*a 
|oti "iv c$n jy3»5>p iv B»mi pc *y4E 
^ 1 a;"c ny3$ Dip .jyD^DiB «t m«fe 
r»c |"P IKE ,|jny,nDiv PK Dtp iyn TK ,tr; 
D'S iiny*TBiv D»; no«: PK Dtp i n .0*3 
uyro p*p D*3 w n ny nyau , W 3 " I K H 
tjrtf Ji-UPDVn 031t iy pK ,|»D"mVD1K "! 
.jyavnp iv D3ytfo 
{< lysiT I'D'D Diynya -.yznf PK Dtp 
ntf yrnyD'^yo'O n iyu"3iVDiK DaypD 
0 ;^ iy3$ PK oy .vvnyz nifj *put ijro^a 
IK M'Wfl IV n 183IJT T«
 r roan -iyr;y^ 
rny&aw
 (3*DJ£3M 5>$D K Ijnyii nyo^a 
~K "i mil , n # l i"i«c n»3jn»Tya;i« iyi* 
-«2DIK jy^yii "t 5$T ct^ a iyi PK jyo^a 
W D p'K |10 Dtp ,^1K DDyitS DSt* .\VO 
-»; |yo*niv DIV imp |"« pe ,jyD"nv D*V 
,D^318 Hk5.*nrnf !VD85»p H DIK i n ;yo 
-yc:iK%TyTiLrnyD Qmn W*1* D S" ^ P* 
-ye nvu t™* 1 "lXPtl* 'l*T,D I ^ w * oyn rn 
pc I$"3TGJ nyn IBC PWDJIM i jn* j»n 
•;yc PK *THJ* oy^J pa i jn$ ?*PD Dy*'3 
.iytS'ayjDW |mjni nyn 3y^iv [ynm iyc 
*"318 iyD"3 IV 0*3 DJ t^i D$3 8 IKE 
OEtf IV pK 5y*BW B*D 5"11 ,DB$ IV nyD 
~K p*p PDKD DnJ iyo iyp "lyo^aiw y ,s: 
aye womfta in « lyn^n no iyc .0"2 
"N yD»nDya3"K ^nijv vwywyi 8 iyn^ 
« =y^ D\3 ^ 8 lyatjn oyotja .lyD^n 
"i .pnu D>yii nyn p« ono iyD"3i« |ypyD 
;y;yp iv »»? HD nyD"3i« lypyo nynij jync 
iv HK ,o«3i8 iy"T iv lyofctsiv aniyesva 
v:^:ynys yaya^K ny"? iv p« #y«5B nyn 
o r iyboyo3«j as PK
 Pnr3D^mnifB 
iv lyp'piypmw D^n oyn IKD t^« ,j»no >v 
r-s ,"iyo"m8 >T y?8 I^ T>D oyn ?ID VW 
IV na ,iwi3 a»jw wny: »«n ny jyoyn 
*»3ITB ifPfi fytDDpyj pu 33»D:« DW iy:yp 
"iy ivovn pc ,nyp"3"iB iy3HpiV3*n» jyn 









 PB lytD v^ vmvunvz t'K TO ,*iyo 
D"VP»5D PK ntfe PK ovn nvo^nv "nn 
OT .DIJ3 p n |yo»3WD1K 03yB>0 K 031? pK 
fiyo^aiK >n^v yj'D'ij pM ^ i e e r y : -y 
•iynyn ^ i [yonyj ww~ -i ;•« 
I^ K anaycipDMiK , " W " « y3;»c 
r«^B -y- TK ,»r,vi*v 8 PK lyryi ,VK>B 
OVI PK IJ-: |yryr »»t TK ,"t -.KE O1; T-K 
•'D i'3in fyay? p'p fy3Kc ;y;yp to*; rfrre 
"i [IK ,py>o PE D^V iyi Tin -y-» ,;^c 
-;« D^2"I» r-;y3u ,iyc:nK \"?H ivny; 
iy*i ?K ,iy?7PE ljnyM: yr;«^ ,mn«njn 
.jyVM iy3"^3 "I PK D13 "? IKE PK VK^E 
n pK p'K |ynyi i j ny r y-y:;K yssw 
D'; T'K VK?E iy . IK ,iy:*jrt -$e yotny 
"I ^.: ,iyc;iKr,y; |yof*pi **r py c ; -TK 
lyiyoys P*P ly^ipyi o*; D3i,t> <ITK jy;yp 
lyv'T [y3,,?;~.yE »t PK ,[yD"3nu iv D*:^  
oyi D'*n;y;y?y; tt lyrKD "t T? oyn oy r-3 
tD"n:y:yt>y; yiy*-r PK .jycaivaiK rs^fi 
"I V D3K2 Cy T'3 »W1 y?K Mt \V2V 
pyns jynw«"t |tn ,C"?-,:y:w: «;« y,»j<D 
.rs^s nyn;« [« I^.K iyoM3"K 
PK -yo^i'K KTK D^yayjys in*it fyr 
lytv^yfi Dt*n ny DTIKII
 fon*n oajnc w n 
y3i;,*K ED"3i»y3SK own iy imi ,"K/B K 
iy Dnycpay ,D;{JT'C ya^'K t rs* fVDt<;«t: 
D^; to«n iy I»:T ^ 3 TK ,;yDK^; r:«<; ^"K 
""pa t^enyjya^KJiM y;y, ~)Vti# H tD;y3y;y3 
oy 10? ^3 ; ivoyry: -y PK ,r«^E PK ;yo 
"D:yrDw p'P t33«cy3 tr; cr*K -n cijr 
cy;y> "3 |yiiy3 ny t*K ,DI^ tyiyoys ^ -.KE 
oyjy IJHIJ c*rt cn^ K T^K c;yDvy? *•; ,D$3 
Difn D3yovy5 ,EKL" PK \\rww: ly^ysy: c: 
nyn v t 11N iOy:^ ^y"« c y o;y;y;y3 -tf 
-py^K ny PK
 frB?fi pycyi K jy;yr CC-KV 
lytD^aiK PE iyj;nny?pny ya^ yrK .;y::K:y: 
iyo"3iK "lyry1 .3«fo unr TO iy*yn 
•Jin PE D'MI lynyny PK ,C*T OTVOPfiB 
PK yejBpys y:"i PE V^VE y3^;rfy iwnm 
n D*3 tD3K-.tDy3 nyr'p iw
 fnyo"3nwun3 
nyonK ^*>3njmyriyD»iic IKB 33itn:»n 
"iyi iyii ,3:n*en n TJ oi^r vfemrwi 
.-iyD,%2"iK l^ yi Dt^ r ,yz^yt cyn Dints c«" 
.jynyt n^oi^ 
nK PK n*2 inyii v^ 1$ D;;KE oy iyn 
njn T-K ^ ^ jreuyacrw ijnyn iyD"3 
oy iyn ,!!«$" - y ^ ^'^ yr:"K PK V\$Z 
DH^K 3»>D cry iyn ,CPJ 1^ 3 iv C;VK 3'it3 
PK DH'K 1KB PK DV lyil |1K JH'lWPW 
-nya D3yt3D"o ^ySyDcaxnynew ifv^ K^ 
11 nypnyn BJjwrwu o*n^ nyi 
? W 3 T K IS TOD D83 X JJJD 
•C)DV p pfi 
"3"K 1»l DDJTI PD D*D IPDMIW 8 O'D TD 
-»ai8 njn urn 18**? ?8 ,iy:i*i PK iv^yo^ 
PK ,ijy5>yoB>3yip-»E}v »nn DO PK iyo 
-on* ayo yao"K anjtf inyaevw pn iy3* 
pn PH on^x -i8E3 v ? m y w n m « PKHMI 
yj"t lypipnysng jyo jyo PK ,y^c8D 
.naK^e-Jya 8 o^8 jmyJnyp y r ^ p 
8 DjyooiK Tjrwn PK W * RDMM pc 
8 iyD3*noy3 T O pm iV2* ,iypi8DS? n w 
,TD jynyt ,D>mrw lyryn w t i Jyo^a 
n .p#*<n& n m w » M IMK o*n iy T« 
D*M ,D*1 PK D3VDiri8 DPT pD D^PNI IP 
ytfyw"K "D iy3*n a w i v w n oyo*2 
pn ,-iyo"3iK tyo80 iy i* ooyo "D p« 
ooyo iyi* ytfyyj"* ytyn pftfi »n 3MK 
,pjD«aoiK lyjyp D': ,iyo"3iK iyD8a p* 
DO B011 0*3 8 T8
 r»HD1PDMK pPP 1ST 
-in i jn iv iyc"3iK W'T jyoKBiv jyjyp 
i 8 i t an iy i u ,|y38D IV D*n iy D*M D"3 
Dytfyy3"K tan w D"3IK n lyoKBiv \vt 
oyii iy Difti ,iy&"3i8 oyo oyi iv -iyn$ 
DM* n* n$Dpys iyi$ IMP pn pK pn*n 
-ya DO mtfopyn p*p iyp oyDo>o iyryn 
.jyiyn Dime 
T K jycnyma* " I B pn pmo oyo*3 
TM ,iy^ yDyn »M D*H ,t>"3i8 V39yii i:ya 
DMP pn ,D'E*IB 8 prima pn Djm Dip 
oyo*3 fyno ,Bn»nB pnjrn i* inS ivony; 
ny-i* ptfyxs"* *pt lyDKBw* "IB pn TIN 
»»3i* H .|y?*t Difli ,iyo"3i8 DDyo 
.IP38D fyjyp 
u n * m *ii ,PTDMI pnshn IVP o*3 8 
-"H ,V*5B pn IXB VH i yc2n8 18 i:yD82 
MI .»nv Tynif Wii 8 pyv.» my: oy iyn 
n» p»P v n » DO DJ?3 8 Donyj .uoumya 
n » .py^o PK oy jyii ,D^V nyn |>« iyo«a 
^n DJ:8E oy imi
 fvvm jyc w m lyo^a 
-T3 p« ,p: .n'3 mm oy jyn ,o"ai* ^ 
n r a u r n PK rnwwnny? n prum »^ MC 
oijn D*3 K PK nvw&vi iytD"3n8 m:vs 
•W ,W5B pn iv^»nmi ?yt3"panyw DB$ 
"8nD n ?nyo,,3n8 18 lypyo c»; * ;;•_ 
^yaj'D^o v^8 IMH OD« inyt ivc —-
 ; ; 
O^D y^8 iyrn ,yonU3DMH ;-;y- »': ;-
iv D3yi 8 TW Dlfn 0*2 8 TK ,;;•;••: -y-
DPMI ^yD"3^8 nyn fyv, riyo^aiw ;* r -
-*D3K 18E Ijn*
 p^ 4*UtfJW "8t C"N — 
D3yi 8 0*3 8 B*H |8"! i « .j\-ytr« c 
iyo"ai8 18 E3*n lyaip DMP . ;vr : ••; z-# 
H ny Dipt DMP ,BKC oy- oy';;;'v: •:•; 
i m m n*e yoK*-,y n imij ;yc ^-: ;-.-;•-v 
D*n 18T ,B"3-i8 ]"P tnn*cy;-y:** r-; 
oyn ,B8c pn oajn 8r» lyo^r-w ~r '-:• 
.|tfony:pyM« D': on^ K re [ r ';•:*-
o*3 8 i n Dim D"t njfr-iy-;8 -;- :-E 
PB |y«nyi*B n iy;y: |jr^petrr*ii -•: -» 
-"M pram in D>jn«n oy jyv ,:»•:" * 
-ytDt?:"K in Djm iy MI ,pruiDr ri< cyr-
iy ]vw\ l^yrtDBy^ys ix 02yi p't *r* ; r 
oyM D*3 8 ,iyoiyn y-ijn:8 PK ~r» - s -
pn i8B iy5irew"H iypi»er 6 r s -• 
18b m iyo«anj ?8 lyP'nvrt-N c : r 
oyo«3 D*M i8B i8t ijn:8 y:T* "lyr'n 
DIIHM ? *i m oy D?y-r:8n c«v. rv;r-
DIM riyfr&BWN MTK i n iyD**3i8 •« ^ r 
^M 'iyo i8M ,r8^B 8 p8 iya»?rw *v 
MTK in D*3 8 *^T D118V! ? 1V2H* "'* ""K 
lyoyn ,iyo"3iK 18 IVPW *v iv^yorr^ 
?iy3*n c :^ '"* 'i' 
•ojyiyB oyi'? MT8 DO jyayp-P?:K-£ •" 
•JMD paw « ryixn*B pr«r»B n J P P * -"'i'-
V^y Djm oy ya5jm ,3^^38ny: r2° i : vc 
113 ,iyon jytyn pn iy3Kti v^ r ^ r : : ^ 
-*K j p w m y:8iB n iri'anB *r' r * 
?yB8C jyB y^n w yiyi:8 1MB 3^:V84"v: 
oy^^yvj^ K oyn IKE TK ,m«ti PK "V 
^ B K t^ K ,Dpyoya prom •* "V-* 
-^8H « 0*3 DPI 1KB Ml ,1*T V"V:^k""" 
DM PK D*M
 riyD"318 Q)0MnK"M P'H '--
tyjyp I ^35*B (IK ,T3y^yDK':yiy^^1v ,,,K 
' 
nypijjT! wye 
m* uumwa ivt^mK JTMV n v a r t r a 
*a$ y w * iw^t iinfPfl ".yo^anK yana 
;•« iyiitfnyB t iwn y w m |W iyanifDB>ya 
rjKT i"p PK
 #Mi«mya lyo^aiM n w:xi 
•VCTKHEMK |yjyp >*i Dipt j j q p t a n D'3 
.iyj»'v«P3wn*nvo"anK n iyo«nv 
-ya w a i n nyt |ifi yoa'pya i j n o*o 
ip vo iw#n ijnnir yoxy^ n p« «iam 
pSyp TO .jyonyjiyn IV T * ^ W * P*P 
B*o .n iKPmtf lyonim a»jw nnyr pit 
jvavj yvyrya y^yvyBD H HE aaifitt&aif njn 
jyaippya nvD«ai* H m p i D a ^ w r n o H 
TOOTO ny^r PK D*WTD inyo T^TWM 
iya$n "T ?B ,D*a DO«n o*p *iya$ ,o"p 
yiro«inyoj»p n .nyuiKii itfnoyaBMK 
IVOID yoMia ywinnam v » i D'a Diipav 
nyaatK VB o5>yDBTya myn 'M Mpi -tfya 
,OTID "iyn$ o^npJBip ne yi>yD p« ant'eer 
om IBB pnytD'V iv MIH po«nwutf |ya$n 
DO |"Jn ayn MI i r i t fw i | M « I »t TB ,-tfya 
,D:«TJV MI ,pwflf) *PIK *p5any -inyo
 fw 
iyiyoyaiyB iv fyaai^ ira "? D*n oy ,HOK 
"i iya*n Dip nyai* ,ya«> y r B i w nyn 
,-you:nkfl)n$v vi"1?? royoD^D^ymyn 
n« ;:i%m| lywomnyoaip jyiyn D*D >"ii 
•" IJNSfMttDMM " t ivaijn yjyio^a yaM.n 
- iyo"af< yD?n*vya ly-ny PK n w n » 
iyDD»D OK TT |ya*DMJ Dlfll /lyD^an* H 
".yn iv mTisyj o$n Dip ! \w* 8 p*. 
lyafyi PB u p x * yny*u8 yftpa PB a i iwu 
ya»i n« yv5>$Be> yo^B n lyonK ,IBS 
rivoD4ira«D n ha y-usaBBipB n .DJVJV 
,-I ns JJBDJS PK jyajBoyaj^ ^n D n^ o$r, 
H lyannvaBMM w i i o*n jgrwp ijr80 
•royno yc^^^s ya^aynawis pc yjKiD 
;;r:na npn iv Din^aya T I * o*n p« ,tD"P 
""N vonytyrw: H jye^nv DJ^JV y"J po 
lyo^anrtw ,nyo"3"iB"p^T n »n ,nyo"3 
D*« /'Dt'jrj^v n"no ny«j„ i j n .11 .T .« 
itfw ,DB5»P B D^B ,nyD"2-i« H IB
 ftDiyn«#D 
W P'D^^B 'un PK J^noJH (B ryonyj 
I'K Djiomri^D inyo iyin»BW3"« Dayioc 
ItfOBDyp P>K PK D^BH
 fjyn"Tny»"an* n 
. "OIDI^UV n*nD iyo^B„ oyi D^ C 
IM"* oyn j«» bjrti oyn JIB jr^v n D^II p« 
.iDB3ipiv H lyooyn DB 
iVD^aiM n IK ,iyj«ornyD [yo^v DVI< 
Ijnync PK iy3;«? « ^ t "«c w |ya^n 
"DMK jyno [y>yn »i [ya^yn ,nBeBPiyo*?? 
,D>: v^ iy>yn oy iy>yv, »M »V ,|yBBoyp 
•>yo»3iK H J^D D a w n ^a D 3 " ^ B o?vn 
PK yDDpnuDU' H lyiiya n:^;;y pn ^D-IBB 
lyiiy: D :^ ny^jj D^I VH TITV^ .o>y« ny^ 
y"ly^ JK yj*j»N iyaijn oyi nn « PK ,'irn 
IB PK iyayiBE-ya prfcrn TO D^V.
 f)yop«fi 
H iynyotnyc iv jycf^y;
 (>yp's-iv -y-:;* 
rnn"3in n PB iy-i.TE H j juywa v ; 
IV-ijyv:y^5 SIB " i PB ivanyiny ly^ijn osjr 
tD*o D^cyijtj 5yp y^y"T D«nyj jyaijn ,iyn 
•>yo*o oyt PB ys^ya PK iy;jiKMt?;8 H 
lyayn *? .ynttwiu "yr^p i y i pc , D « ^ 
-yeo H iyfiBtf*av T»; sinsn \vo TB .oa'^ aya 
!B"t PK .nytr^K n \y:v: n*v~ nnt: y?y*v 
*iys p'^ B i n iv:yp nyo^znB n pir ty^yr. 
H PK . W & W T ' - I D my"? Tin fyjH^no 
nyn pc D^prtsay^y; *y~ pc iy;«iE y-yE-t) 
; fyaippy) D'3 "? \vy*i oyDD^ D nyrovy* 
DJV^V n TB D"n"iB pc pmifb iy"r pn 
oyi pa jyjKic ,_; tnnnyaiif D'J " I rv^ijn 
lyatfn " i 11; ^yo^aiB pc lyTDB^eopy 
nyn IK ^yo inv oyi o^ o o;yr;aya TT 
D"n"1B H oiyi^E D,%n*nB ps B^vr-.B 
Dia MM nyo^a^H nns DJ^iv-rno PB 
l^a -lytDD B^D'BBP n TB ^ ^ B . T ^ I B MI 
n rvaya mryiyj n [yayn ,aau"o ny^i 
oy 5»»MI ,|jnyii OBB y^aaij DBn»nyj oxfur 
Tt ^ T ajiiy'ay-i n tB ,D3y~y:;iK r^ K 
H pa jyjB^D H PK lye^or^B 0BMmya*n 
PK lyo^ziB PB yD^o^ymyfi yoftviB 
yny"t PK ,tn$n I^K o*o .lyoo^BO'BBP 
yrm^tnia H lyr^riya^K iv iya;u:yior;K 
yny^t pc o"p3*oajnya im PK DBWB y^iyj 
,D$T anayJiTB o'j ,"? jya^n ,|y»nn*G 
o'o y^Bipi^^fi in*K jyo^yrya'K v^x 
,oayi;iK |i« oayi PB iyar^ V0Bni>B mh*K 
yB^ry^B n p't D*; ;E:K DILMZ »r;yr c«r 
Dipi yoB^ P "in .yDK^ p nyo^aiK njn ps 
D ;^ ^«: oy PK M IKH oi»n Jjnjni ric 
DIOI^B^^D PB pnyBBoyp^w *"i rUn»iiw 
nyn D%D jyTrfii lyajiTiyaam ovun MD PK 
.[yy-'K ynn^ K PK y B w ^ f i nyB^ DD*5»Mn»o 
nyT TB riimya PK cyn pc oBo^nyi nyn 
jjnnya w w o^ iija PK "D"IBB ny^Biya^ 
-3"K ,03K?yj w e a n OJH# iinyowt w 
9 nypi&n Bayo-isa cn^^ -iyi 
wrap no jraji *i ps DTOTW S 
CptfBB .3 JIB 
•«3*)« Dvi raiwra ptfnwi n "a o»n PK 
ttf"*pa -nyo era Tt oyn ,3iD $3 PB iyta 
MI ,rpwa ipBOwrun IPB>« cyn iPBgpivaiF 
NnaifanpB iv .|yi>inw,5 n pna*nB pip"? 
iv tpoi^rjra Ijro &vn jpaM* H nyo"3-i8 H 
>*? Dipi ,nf*D*oifp-nptD"3in i« (jtfnpinp 
.pnta ?$? iyo o$n nnnjpDtpn -lyoyBs? 
,D4jnpafiMK MT8 IPMP3 f»3Ml 1P»'*3">* H 
-"napaifcpaa* P3<2WJIII pa IPBDWO "yi T8 
,f'"0*atfT»B jyaifnv onopa own jyo 
*8^8B PC lyiy^JD'D "11V H pc oyj"K 
nyn lis jyitfiiya tfmnnp IW>M D*M ,taayo 
T8 ,"»-i8e "lyo^ais nyra;yna«:iK ny^a 
mm -lyo^-.K |jnrraa"M iV3ir DPII \VO 
•yn iv iynyia^K o?$£ya TT ot^ n ny ny-i^ K 
, T ^ y .NTD'OW iyi PB ".y s^D^D 8 un 
-I$B nyoD^D nyn D*n ,1876 nyou pK 
Tin ,o:yo«^8B PK D>»3 »n* lyatp^w 
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 f*upnm inyo irani utfjm nyo^a 
-2$ v w Dip T* Dym ,DDiK^y3;ycK^p 
-yc n pn pn D J * W i*no H pft^vftgnw 
ea;$? n:«Jwr*i p* .1*2"* iu» i*e»nyn 
yDQWD'W'av ytxnnyc n iynyn ,jy ;y^ 
f"irtDinnyo:ifPw jyo*: ojn D'c D^yo^oys 
-D^rvvc you \vw yocsyz jo* sre*a 
,cyi a v t o ii; ,iyiy^aD^D""Dn*B ,iyo 
D"Pa*eyno yv:»; "V t^ pyr.« ;yr: «i opi 
n zt* ino'n pn pjaiayiiyairav ny? PK 
-vno D*I: ,|m»nDyt3 PK D"2n8 on$c 
tyns p* I*no prtvs |yoD<a*';i' 
-n'©«;( };iiyoi:- 8 ynoona K -jn* —« 
oy mn ,D-isp .^Bc»p-iyD"ziB cy •;-
,J*8^B |»* p« D:ITJV Mw im'oc^p 
-ya D J^ Djnayu WE p*P pur ;y: L-«-
yi"3 pc nyny^JO'c n .jyyv :::«•: 
•*T PK
 #oi; r:«; c«- lyryor-yc c;«*;--
D>« y-.jn;« n yr*« «t iyo3»icy; ; -
•yJaD'e H IVPMIV .ynr'E e n PK -y:;y; 
-D'D n pK oj^ar T^IC py;yi *- \-t T 
(W^\o*P) y:^ DD*"P '-: ; *E 'y-y-; 
PK |jn-"3 "t IWM:V VW iw car: c 
(*oa»*jv ',yp;x--D-n '- pc - n " - ; : - -
»m n jye^vv aavyor ys'^a^c ,-
n r» .jyoc^K^tfD y^y^c jya^c ,iyiayr.;w D*C yr*« D^; *M lynnypiye vtutwrtvw 
m4o "yt "'8E D1; iyo,,2-(8 yooiiyanw^v mv*vrm n PE i n y ^ a o ^ ;yv .y-r;* -
8 iyz8 T^ K otf" .DE;IPIV iyK"tDD^K'v iy-j$ onoo K K |y:nvr c:w:" y:r 
.eino-.'K nyo'na n; pn y-i6y-iE *r T» "t [yayayay: . - -
8 i't "KE ;yz^n DW3V n"io n .^ ;-;•••: 
u-i$c 8 ort2vr;« wno PK VSWDM* DI^C -jyp^TD-rn H PK yv^nevp •" 
W Dycs'-y: p*i TIC pM T^ K oifr. .P^DP^D JK — >nipf PK a»ajm ^nyr iy:;*r r ; r " ' 
.ivovo^ityn yrT$«a *iyo"2"i8 oyn lyaya .on« PK onv nayt'io Dnjrwn "^v > vr 
•rn PE iyc^ PDM-iK fyne iyD8D t^yn n PK --PK ;IK nyiyr n PK TK ,CMK DO P^ r - " t t 
H O^D yD*:i:y9^VE n lycip PK V» iy: mw\ jyo o;yay;y: jyrc PK D*i»Dpyt -
.D8^P -yL'-oD^s^fiWP "»yi nc niny^aD^o -^av- rno y>yay *i PK
 fo:»
%:v " :*E >: 
ys^ytK IM "8E ta1: Down lyoD^K'v^c n |yn PK .Djron^'w "»in PK iy;"* :F«- : 
•:yv,:^ D'3 v>a>»fi iVEi8"i PK ivoy^atpj oyoqz H o*e jy^aumyc v^ OMU o r - r; 
.lyoca^av I'HD n '« ^P'DPKO KTK |jn 
-nw:» ^opveaw nw D^T Djyajn \yvtf 
or'K c ; ^ ; r r n d n PE lynyDtj-iijE n iyc 
.
MlV08T!"iyD;^ P„ 
c-y-ya D"V yra'n 8 8 i»; [y i^jn VD 
jytn "iyrK ypm:"« w*t rvsyi' iyo»?w 
-":n8 "y" PE DBatpiv H lyayu PK
 rna«? 
D«n-nma DMU -unyt jy«jyj .aauimya nyo 
,t3oyE PK ny ny"« »05« DMK v w onyt pK 
aranpi pw ^BCSP O^O MB p« ,^ny iE 
*KyvK cy- "^KE PK DK^P lytrvnK n "18E 
.D^T^K'VJfD pE 
Dip imnts IKI ,OP"TOD ly^ny^rv *v T K 
InK Dyon^ue H |jrj"i npi .c:«*"' 
oyn rya^n Dipi ,D;«^:r H -iyt« ,rK"s c r 
P'HDfa t< PE 8^E pK .WW I'K B'-t:"« 
"i lyaya ya^ K csnypoya opjn^ - ' : *"';" 
""iyfi ?'K oifii ,|iT3v y"iy iy:8 ,rr:«* 
#p*nDO oyi jyBn .J'IKE r^"«"':tt 
PK PK rw^wv yaya^ K H - : -•;•-:• 
•»*JHI iyj«i D911
 #iysc;v*:'"-'^- •* 
r t trc^tpjv 17^ 7; pn nwaKpayc*?**" •;•-"•-' " 
e^ »c N ,nei»i )nr'«*4|B y : ^ ' i V * " 
.nan^on v»* sytaiivBtfaii '" *** :r*' 
nypn*!! ojyonBj D*I«* i jn 4 
"IVD cnjm i j » » 3 i u w e n n "3 
-nyc O J " D iipav n iv:ypiy:« TK jyavDc* 
y:?yv;"K D'D njn» pWonMp D»o |y^a«n 
uiyn j f » n . M f - w n pc nyoy*oiyE 
pnjm Doaycnas yo'Tiya iim ,e;ypny;8 
- j u i n m W*1 "tfn* n T« i i r o r n r w u i i i 
w « n .0"3 i8 nyn px (ytnyn |tf>yvi ;ya 
s lyi'TOimtf JIB oa^cB n T» ,"t nrJnn 
,DTPJMr«P B8E> K IVBftVil TOT» "PnO 
18 n .DDa5>y? w a n * n n IK o:y^ 
" t r« ,ojri i«B iyn$T jyo-iK-i p*>* nyo"3 
-D*O y i y " t iyttf*n pn lyonyaa"-!* iy>$t 
.WW i m PK iyD"2n» 
(BfDP«no3*p) DB3imn3«n»no iyay^ 
-3WJ yDJBDy-iytDrn !«• * i * t o w n o$n 
oDjyonaBTntD iy:"T "UteJewn PK .yo 
pa aascajj p« .D^B in* r jnyy 8 cxriy 
jyouya w n n jys^n truroirnnit' cyT 
-ya 8. nyayrDD"3"iK yupn PB ijnjmwc 
p* jyaauanys n Dtfii ,18C2$ oyaysyntr 
po 5"ne> u n m i 8 .PM i y ^ t o ^ n s ny-r 
DMIK i y ; " i " D I K E W D D ^ I P V I P nyn 
-JtfftlM) D'J iyD -1JJD DIP 18 / i f tmjJ 8 D'Q 
yayancya P'P Pft M TV"»^ to oy J»u ,iya 
insD oy /lyayrDD^ms D*D jyaaowM* 
[IK 818 18D T8 AVVlWWi VP pM D'; 
"18 n PM iytD"3"18 s" lV2$n 0 " * 8T8 
T I ivttfsn i* D38cy32(j nyaya-OD"3 
D-IIDP ny i .jnyna« n D'o y j "K V ^ W B 
D^K 'V$D nyi pfi P K DDayena* n iyay; 
• :K y^ ro TK ,p-i8Bc MTS jynya o"t -.yiro 
•yrf>to*$D lyoyK'D^T i y i pe n m i ^ n D 
•1 i f l ^ y a o n K D»nya |y3$n VD«np*c 
"S^EV-A Vatfn D»r, / i j n y^wro yny^t pc 
"ifttf^Dayenas ty:8£ Jy^ pre *« ,Da*-i 
- i y D ^ n Dtp pK
 #oyo«j3 o ^ iyDr8iD:t>'p 
,jytD?Bn iv Doaycnaw n cyu 
p£ aa^yoc H lyv.y; «T^8 PK C«T 
;yDD>^K'v«D yooinys n pK c:^:-" vtyc 
osn oa^n .pniv nnij1 a^-i;nyv 8 D1^ 
"$2 D'o oojyc^.as ;y:8r: iv ppav j n y 
onyv. ,D^-I D3"*ny D#V, j ^ ^ i ' H PK ^ryo 
t a w n y mwiMW * i iy^M'.v wayDinya 
" " " " I D w*$nD a ? w i r i i i r " W n PC . j y^ ' v 
rz^n lyo^snK , i :8^ 'D , ," i pn |yttD<3tf*av 
oyn D38C ,DD'cy;y; ;y-.'?-yc •» «-••: 
,-ycy: ry^c ypav pn iyo?»n T ? -jr^ao'c 
iyE-18"^  -yoysr oyv. ny TK , r . w " ' •" 
pn
 in^ya -3"ira"H lytysyn 8 ;y?njfv;"n 
-lyrij^-yE j ^ : v n oyr "y "«c 
jy>08t M f JV n w^jm r-rr^ya •" 
nyo PE yD8P y^8-.o;yx 8 p« cs^y; ,P*K 
Djn PIMK DDy". 8 iy^i^r c>«P8^ " " ; * : 
o>y-^io i jnif DP'neD j n y t \yv ,i»~ - i : 
*'evp ny^-.ojyv i j n pc D;ypiy;8 j jnyr 
H ,Tr.K "3 D f l DE11 iyc »v. -.yrij ,yo 
,TI«IJ3 ivtaipyrpy taiyayrn 
iv oayn p'p D*: (ysijn c ;^ ' ; " y^8P^> 
,DP" IOD [yen iv "iy:8 jy;;'"y"^E ;ysyocf 
n im-"« ,D,lK•pK^ 8 ;yony:iye^*M "v~{* 
'"r-yrw: PK DriT~.yt::iK T'8 D"-;y;y-y;;8 
.yDD8yn ^injrayrn n pc lynj i iy: jyo 
r l j nn f y5»y*E ^y^E iyci;y: a^n Dy 
•y:;8 lV3i^ n iyo"3*iK y ^ D " " n - y i " » 
i'-.K D;8ur prime pc JB^B Dyi ;yr:-; 
-y3« ,yDC8y3-^Kny;yBrn H T""1 DP^ IDD 
-p>TB D^8 pnnwaD^nn T ' D»n IK^B " jn 
"iyi yD8P ya^oya^K H PW oa^n PK ,iycMD 
in* iyc;nya D Z^ lanjm D P " " D D PK .^vim 
.w*w> ny^8^D:yv "im PE D*a3*tf*y ~y" 
onyn ,iysay^ oa*i ,BK^ n t ^ p fyayv 
D3"n pa j ' f l n i r:»a lawJro*^ PK \m 
'V>:vw^V2 \"P iycipya-^c LJ*; •&: PK 
.DP;IB ny: ^ty^'K D^K-PK^ "\nH P ' ^ D D 
iya^n cyD8- *" o*; p» r y c ' - B *" D*-
H Dijr, .tyoanaK yoccL-y: cy i iyavv. 
jny"? PE ;yf.r^8E " : 8 ^ " 0 " - PK 03»*:V 
ny":« .Dyrn^v. yiysyr T*K "iy3WD»M3HS 
• ^ S D ^ K C ^ " V - D D ^ Z I K j ryv i 'P .lyt^'E 
—rycya tyaya a;ny3M ,iyvy>a"D0"3n* yp 
,n^p .iywfDtrco^3"!8 -y-» ;y r r8C y r ^ 
y>8 "i8E aanyoysiyc yr-^83 p« yt3py^" 
•^K
 fijr3«T*w,in H ty:*M BK? p K ' y O ' ^ - K 
- " : " 8 ,-! .Dp'nccy; m y r cy w^y r i w 
-ya n ann TK ,DJH »IMK i n l y t ^ i y c ->yD 
18" , ro;^p p*t fy j^n*! P^-CD PE j yc rv 
•K?IV TT BKK* PK "iyu*':r.8 H I*W |y>yt^ 
cy PK ,npav T n e nyn PK lye^nai© 
*y3 ^«T D83 "im TK . t"t 3%DM: o*; oyr 
-n*K |yo^»r»v:yc«T« w a v ; y i p*t r t ^ n 
/ 
' 
3 iypn$n'iM)nru» wfi njn 
.T;*'T;=»O atsos'n pit (ian**8gp) HptftPTVC 
•pmx nyo^zn^ y>ye om Tt W>W "tfyj 
DIPM 18E PM D*J D1H JD'VI DVti J$0 p*p 
T8
 fD"il nyo"3"m "lyny^  J*m ,D>«rcg p*p 
•nyn r^8 ,ovi pM pn DOT oy nyayn D$T 
prrw DM: s PD D"* p« jy:yp ny oyn njn 
jy?n^v om nyn Diyn onm p« ,DD<Ey:y2 
-(Dijrnw'K) "Daanysmw nysKE:"* |« 
yptpn n PR vx itfrnprDin nyi .J^B 
•0*0 "ixn IOT t« ,tnn'fiy»"K MW D W W 
-»a oiv ,PTJV p« srupw p»n PK ny*$i 
jronwa 8 D*cyjy:i p*t PR ,in$* 8 ,5IPBB> 
rny^ao'D « vwp «iw MK iy t»w pit ,y»io 
*"t "WjnnOT /inins' D>Ey;y2 p*i pw
 PM 
yrn D8 JD5»TH PM iy:yp |W3i5rt«v y: 
•ntfp 
W s w n a JW-T H p i nyejnpsw -rv-""'" 
•K'D'H pn Dsyw VDtny n :s ,D"~yrr 
1'iM |]>3*n — o^mrp ny"i pn — "* " 
PR W i 8 rjycfi 10 pR 5 .jcjrcv; *i!« 
ny::* ,D?n$*ya jyi^n " i c$r
 fovi *" ii'''v; 
*«jRnif wnpraypa i "p fW^^rtr-" r" 
•yj D*3 nruiftup H D*O ;ys or i r w 
•D:yDyii H PR Dr«n pR iyDtenE''R -:v" 
pitfD » T^n r;yss 25 pfc lyatffHP >:"" 
n TO D»i5 ,r\$\\ 8 P18D waJtfrjr* "K 
iv^^ii "ijny^jD^D H vtfyv joo^tf-vz^v: 
no jyn ya^yn ,ycs^yp H enr p« ,'rar 
PB r>jni fyD?8ri D3**JP ypD"i " 
pa nnyo |yo^8n *n /iSjrra^nwR >-"~: 
•a^ncwR w i n H aipSur rv * v-"' 
nppWfl caycis; c*-"7 i jn 2 
s; p*« I« unjiaum p*t ivr«#t
 foprurui 
yr»
 fj>Fi«PM3 otv .iJfcyro {iPvaipy 
nee D*II w^ey;;iK nyo"3i« iyp>?p 
-•yc p»n 1*3*1 lyr^r ,iy3*e "i -un«>p 
;yr$t v i a P**o PK JVM'K y?s .-UKS 
»?"noyaj^K pn pit ,"u«3nyfl p*H tya$n 
,T?VDB; ,ctp .D?KP$? njn$ ,on"To PK 
-JW0 H "Wit* DiyODD^ O H IK ,0*3 D5"D 
i»i |j#tff cyn$Dpyfi-pii$/>p n pc cp-.yrp 
•na /rjWTM^rPW oyn pa lyny^ao'c 
;y>jft ipirnrpJ'D nyn pK i m m n o iy-i 
8 pG D?8P#> "nv p« nyit* yj"K pic p«i 
i$no iv o*n pyii ,"tJ«3iyB prfr'VyfiD 
;i» Dtny^p-aa^c n .mino IITWB I'D^S 
;JT;V H IV [yaaitfJh |y>U? D-iyEK-(;$;yDD 
;jr2*n a:uMD D'IJPJ)£ w : .^*E V I ps 
•lyo yiyrnty; ty'Eiv npnyotf PK TC 
,D$I oiwi iv "ii ,ninjye H nya* ,jn;y2 
;in'9fc#mf Dayw n IK ,Dy-i iv onyj 
tn*' ya»3"K pK pK ,Tt jynnynyE ijn*^M 
'v:v$p.$ jynyt i;«5> pK jp TIN TO Htfyii 
%"iW yjlfcyia y B*C ,yi:y2"iyc Snipr y-
""W.lffUii D;^ ;V H iyi$ ^jny^ao'o 
"yn j*Aw ,^ n«v y^Bvy "iy"i pK jya^Ja 
D3**h D & IPnyt VD *U ,iyinyiye T ' IV^ 
im pw^yvyaD jynoimrK y5v*E p* 
"DDnnrinm nyn p« ,ynDona*ii J JHJ '3 
":s PK pK ,ynoDnrK-pcKo nyn p« ,yn 
;IK D^D:IKP ^ynoonrw H ,\vwt vw 
'v: vtyt PK tn iya"t D*H ,DJ$<P"ijnyB 
PK "DD:ycD-issyT„ n pre "w*5 pfi rv"=V5 
"
Mu n$3"J iuf WB^Hynys iypnye« i n 
oaipjv yrn H pc DBaiptV H oipi ,iaw iyr 
.pM oyv. 
.D13»£) H pD 
V:**K TK ,a:i:"D "iyi o^ o r« jyay? 
"^K t'K |»»3r « ps |VD"T yoDpnsw n pc 
lyv^ otf iv B$n *T Difii ,cn:«E n ! yD«p 
.^'noD pD tyt3nv p« ny^sona oyn 
«irMay5 .tt"prn#DD"yiB "yn« e^npairtp 
: ^ K 2ijn ^x jpii ,0DK^ y3 i^vnyn o«rr 
••"n ntj Diyrn^n'^ yntDDH^K n TK MWV: 
" ^ W 03JTD 5 pe KtS^Kp-iyE K Dlfn n ^ « r . 
;y:y5 in^ana jny^t D58P^ 5 n P« ,o»3 
"V I»»ap5 .DIH DK:$O K D:yo- 25 PIMK 
?y*E ;yp"('K:v;« c ^ ijn c ; T*K $-. 
oy cyo".; y^^ c ,iy-$nyc [ynpv, cy iyDtyr 
•K'v^c c$i: ojn p n ivnDyjc.K D'; tnyv 
"«nv D*; fyo^anw D"? WJV p« [yoc" 
-'MiK v^iij DI^ "ijn C3'; IMK PK Vi pK ,;¥': 
iyD"3i8 iyocyi CK iy;yp "i M:K 'ii |yt 
•:v:y?v: "z i^no ^ K >yr D$" .;yo«nv 
y3»niK H TK .T* itj: "lyiv D3nn ,o«n 
•nyi PK jyounv o1; [yo^ain "t onun 
lyDD^K v^jjD yt3D"D H
 rjn*'3 t,,,v.l ~yc 
•i:y "VE |yj*M ,Dn? [W v^ yDD*": H PK 
•ynr ' i r^K $~ ou - - PK jy^y? ^«p 
"VD B — [yatfi V^T ^ K *r ,W«B D^P;*I 
K njnv QD^V^V " i"*iD w o ^ r n 
oy .OD^K'WD -yi>Moc,;^*;r - -!"-D 
i^ D
 ([yc'C3rv- iv "yv.t" TC t*K 
,|y;iji D<: ^ T ^ K 'ii TK ,o?n 
JJD ,)3iD"ny3 y:^yi n [yai^ n c^i oyv, 
jy^y? .[yiynyyj PK oy MI pn pic 5*? 
"IK iy" PK nyta^ antfD'D nrfcrv* IK '** 
•iv vc o$vw \wv5 .J:uyny3 iyo"3 
.jyiynE 
T . * * * 
•y^pyo p'l D>D iyc8PV
 f|y*air5 >i«ip 
DDiry^  lyavn pjrowtottw .vwfyv PK nyc 
oyn'^ ^K^u'^nyDPK n pc ccif cxr 
iy:ypy: iv ^M DIK i^;r mypntfi- c:yc"K; 
pa jy^Dyo PK lyauaB^K wn>w n D*O 
•yr.V3^ ts^v ny3**?a iv PK ,|^;m^yryH 
tyo"3iK ytr^KWm^n H PE ony: K iys 
.^ KD jya^yr cm pc 
•n^ K v* 2«n D r^t3yay5w iyryn %*2 
"TntD "iyn jyayv ly^ K^ E w»3"H D y^otrya 
^MK PK •wteo 'n pK aawyiiya I»*;P 
nya'n iyi lya^ K ypma"K ya^^injrr yrM 
.aaiajnijp nyo^riK 
Difii
 fDijnEy: t:my^v D"»K zijn T K 
"iyD"3iK D«n jwuffi H 'jyayii Dp;y-t ny 
oyn jyayn (:K iy:^n jyciKT ivn^WfuvrHi 
PE ts^v ' pK ryfo'c-tfyj pa T"3ira 
.0P"100 
yoDDBtnon n TK ,T^ K a:^:"0 r'waj? 
•>yny^  DIJT ,PK wvKt'awiv PE xr;i»jE 
P'K PK oin^Kai^ p*t 5$? y^DCHj'K 
c«v
 fon»no n 3 ^ jyaM cyn PK .»OV 
3j«rinfco nj?o3 1912 pWnvnM 
. p a r t y fcw pu 
8 J^ nODMK |1tt I$'*KP3*3"1* pn jyo^an 
y:"T IKE n« *p? I»E oymj pc o$c yonw 
-nt* PK ny B«II BP8B DVT TIH ,iyP3yeD*tt 
pn pD D3BD H MMtaya |1M .DTI'JW 
r ipe .ny2V3DD"2i« p*i pwa HTVKP;83"I$ 
|1M -lyEecyptro y;"t o*3 ,ty D»3 D*H DVT 
y>y*i»vmi H pN9*Mi •W3Moo»*aT» pn o<3 
nyn ripo ,*mo*p-iyD«5p PE «n:nara 
pit HBowiyotfp PE ?y»yi3y -ijn D*II 
.D3SPOT31K " I 
"ipr /urojtf y^« PK TK ,PK HCK *im 
rD«5 HP3V ^yso'D nay IVB ,D"?*fip3V jya 
•yanyD fr'D lyntjn »n ,JJPV ny"t DD"Yiy 
DB^P nyo^aiK ijn PE y;»f> n DIVD 
-$D nyn nyi"ie /wine onrnp pr^wum 
.iniftiw DVD*JW «» i v c m PK DIOP^P* 
D*MI |W"1 oy Tjny^JB'C oyeyn ,03ip3i' 
Hip |w«t , D I O P ^ V $ D ivaxni irem IV pe 
-DD"3"18 H PC lyj'ipiYD'VlK 3W3 ^oayo 
•tWinyDjranyB yijycnya -lynya 
n:y "ire nyn PK D"T -,y^yn;B "in pc 
n in* T8-,y3«? KTB PK DD*5»*V$D JyBD*o 
iyp ,D3ip3v n pe morions yjMsyotrya 
-Din 0*3 ijnsrqmffi yrn PE y;«p ny 
TK
 r0*> pus T« . W J JM DP3jnya 
-yns 0*3 DD^K^WO *un iyp D3^:v n |nty 
jyp D3ifw H |ng om ,|yjn*K y:"t n»n 
tpK DI*U Dtp |«B T« ,tyvt3*3« D'3 iy 
typ D:^3V n trnj — ; o:*tyj Deny a*n 
nMB ycoo^K^vuD n Mrm DD^K'Y^D iyn 
pc B W W I Y I iyns HTWDOMK o<; n$3 «o 
! DrUlpl 
Djn Dtfrw T* 2$r: 'tfrjr: ;poo c r 
-jynanye w iy3':y:-yE :y:,H;ryvpryc-*|i 
pn mopSnn^D ny='K ;yj:--;« cytr 
p»n lyo^p^c ly^DB' Dwr;r: 
.lyiJir'ts y;y;,,K y;-: c*t 
iy3«r iyp |W ,DC# inyi ty: "K cy 
8 »*o T» D3y:y3ys ?yc cif- jye'r* —r 
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